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PROLOGUE
Hence we came in Learning's name,
And Learning bear away,
But we can't forget to cherish yet
The memories of our stay.
When faces new confuse you,
And you long for friends of old,
You'll find them here, as true and dear,
With loyal hearts of gold.
Should Memory's powers grow feeble,
Or recollections dim,
Recall the days, the happy ways
Of fancy's pleasant whim.
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HONORARY MEMBER OF CLASS OF '26
To the Class of 1926
"Success may become a habit, failure
may become a habit, therefore we should
help our pupils to acquire the habit of
succeeding"
JAMES CHALMERS, A.B., Ph.D., DD., LL.D., Principal
hx^memortmn
ELLEN HYDE
A Tribute by Principal James Chalmers.
Miss Ellen Hyde died February 25, 1926. She had been principal of Framingham
Normal School from 1875 to 1898, twenty-three years, a longer period than that of
any other principal in the history of the school. She was on the faculty of the
school as teacher and later as principal thirty-five years. She was a marvelous per-
sonality, beyond all praise. What she did for the good of the school is absolutely
beyond all computation. The sum of it is so great that it is impossible ever to compute
its magnitude or its value. Ellen Hyde is a name to conjure with. It is potential for
good to this school beyond all human measurement. Her life was a benediction to all
who were granted admission to her presence.
To those who knew her Ellen Hyde still is sublimated, unhampered by the weak-
nesses of the flesh, an eternal spirit actually living with God, who is the Great Spirit
—
and having communion with all pure and holy spirits. Spirit is the most real thing in
the universe. God is invisible spirit—the soul of the universe. He is intelligence and
He is love. He fills the universe with Himself all the time and He knows everybody and
everything. He is beautiful and perfect and loving and universally intelligent.
That was the philosophy of Ellen Hyde. That is what made her transcendentally
beautiful and won the unmeasured love and devotion and worship of students, who
adored her. She therefore lived an enchanted life—and her memory, hallowed in the
lives of those who knew her, is the most valuable possession today of the oldest State
Normal School in America.
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'0 who. with speech of tear and woes,
Would wish to break the soft repose
Of such enchanting scene!''
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The Class of 1926 take this opportunity to express their appreciation to each member
of the faculty for the help and interest they have given and shown. The Dial
Staff especially wish to thank Mr. Ried, our faculty advisor, for
the invaluable aid which he has given us in the
publication of this, our Year Book.
THE DIAL
MARY H. STEVENS
128 Union Avenue, Framingham, Massachusetts
French and English
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1891.
"How much trouble he avoids who does not look to
see what his neighbor says, or does, or thinks; but only
to what he does himself, that it may be just and pure."
—Marcus Aurelius.
LOUISA A. NICHOLASS
29 Swam's Pond Avenue, Maplewood, Maiden
Supervisor of Practice Schools and of Teaching of
Household Arts
Boston Normal School of Household Arts, 1890;
courses at Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Har-
vard University—Summer School, Chemistry certificate,
1892 ; Cornell University—Graduate School.
Principal of Boston Normal School of Household Arts,
1891-1898; Instructor, Drexel Institute, 1891.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1898.
To the Class of 1926
:
"No state can thrive while its citizens waste their re-
sources of health, bodily energy, time and brain powers,
any more than a nation may prosper that wastes its
natural resources."
FREDERICK W. ARCHIBALD
24 Greenwood Lane, Waltham, Massachusetts
Music
Harvard Summer School;Tufts Summer School;
Normal Music School.
Supervisor of Music, Public Schools of Eastern Massa-
chusetts; Supervisor of Music, Salem Normal School;
Instructor in Boston University Summer School. Bari-
tone Soloist and Chorus work.
Began teaching in State Normal School in Framing-
ham in 1898.
[19]
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FREDERICK W. RIED
45 Harrington* Street, West Newton
Drawing, Handwork
.
Methods, Activities
Diploma, Massachusetts Normal Art School; Industrial
Relation Divisions. U. S. Shipping Board during war;
President Mass. Art Teachers Assn., 1926; Contributor
to numerous art publications; Member of Council of
Eastern Art Association, Vocational Educational Society,
Beachcombers of Provincetown, etc.
Began teaching in Framingham in 1909.
To the Class of 1926:
A Belgian general said to his men
:
"Look and you shall see,
Listen and you shall hear,
Reason and you shall know.
The world recognizes
Those that practice these three things."'
i'^^k
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CHARLES E. DONER
King Street, Littleton, Massachusetts
Penmanship
Diploma, Zanerian School of Penmanship, Columbus.
Ohio; Mettley School of Commerce, Brooklyn; Spence-
rian School, Cleveland; Editorial Staff, Business Journal,
N. Y. ; Penmanship Association; Member of New Eng-
land Penmanship Association ; Member of National Com-
mercial Teachers' Federation; Zanerian Penmanship
Association.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1909.
To the Class of 1926
;
'"Bare hands grip success better than kid gloves."
WILLIAM H. D. MEIER
177 State Street, Framingham, Massachusetts
Head of Department of Biology
Diploma, Illinois State Normal University; A.M..
Ph.D., Harvard.
Teacher rural schools, principal high schools, and
superintendent city schools in Illinois; Instructor Botany.
Harvard University; Author "Herbarium and Plant De-
scriptions," "Plant Study." "Animal Study," "School
and Home Gardens," and "The Study of Living Things."
Began teaching in State Normal School in Framing-
ham in 1911.
To the Class of 1926
:
"Labor improbus omnia vincit."
[20]
LINWOOD WORKMAN
17 Church Street, Framingham, Massachusetts
Household Physics, Social Relations
A.B., Colby College, 1902; Tufts College Summer
School of Biology, Harpswell, Maine; Instructor at
Colby Academy, Wakefield High, Watertown High;
Principal of Higgins Classical Institute; Principal of
Southboro High; Harvard Graduate School of Educa-
tion.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1912.
To the Class of 1926:
"Trifles make perfection, but perfection is no trifle."
LOUIE G. RAMSDELL
Framingham, Massachusetts
Geography, Modern European History
Diploma, State Normal School Framingham; Ph.D.,
S.M., University of Chicago; Member of the National
Association of Geographers.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1912.
To the Class of 1926:
"For easy things that may be got at will
Most sorts of men do set but little store."
MILLICENT M. COSS
164 State Street, Framingham, Massachusetts
Supervisor of Practice Teaching of Sewing, Clothing
and Millinery
A.B., Indiana State University; B.S., Teachers College,
Columbia University.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1914.
To the Class of 1926:
"To every man there openeth a Way, and Wavs and a
Way,
And the High Soul climbs the High Way, and the Low
Soul gropes the Low,
And in between, on the misty flats, the rest drift to and
fro;
But to every man there openeth a High Way and a Low,
And every man decideth the Way his Soul shall go."
—John Oxenham.
[21]
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MAUDE B. GERRITSON
22 Orange Street, Waltham, Massachusetts
English Literature, Literature
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; B.S.,
Teachers College, Columbia University; A.M., Teachers
College, Columbia University.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1916.
To the Class of 1926:
"Knowledge and Wisdom, far from being one,
Have ofttimes no connection. Knowledge dwells
In heads replete with thoughts of other men
;
Wisdom in minds attentive to their own."
—Cowper.
SARA M. ARMSTRONG
19 Church Street, Framingham, Massachusetts
Psychology, Education
A.B., Tufts College; A.M., Columbia University; In-
structor, Danbury Normal School.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1918.
To the Class of 1926
:
"To be bored is an inescapable confession of shallow-
ness."
T
GRACE BROWN GARDENER
33 Milk Street, Nantucket, Massachusetts
Biology, Bacteriology, Nature Study
Diploma, State Normal at Bridgewater; A.B., Cornell
University; A.M., Brown University; Primary Schools.
New Bedford; Harrington Normal Training School.
New Bedford; Head of Department of Biology, B.M.C.
Durfee High School, Fall River.
Becan teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 191S.
To the Class of 1926:
May each one of you share with Walt Whitman his
joy of living as he expresses it in
"Afoot and light hearted I take to the open road,
Healthy, free, the world before me,
The long brown path before me leading wherever I
choose."
[22]
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RUTH POWERS
20 Beacon Street, Orange, Massachusetts
Resident Supervisor of Vocational Household Arts
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham ; Summer
Course—Hyannis Normal School, Simmons College,
Teachers College, Fitchburg Normal School; Director of
Household Arts—Saugus, Mass., No. Attleboro, Mass.;
Head of Household Arts, Norwalk, Connecticut; In-
structor of Household Arts, B.M.C. Durfee High School,
Fall River, Mass.; Head of Household Arts Department,
Everett High School, Everett, Mass.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham, September, 192S.
To the Class of 1926
:
"Remember that the success of the nation of tomorrow
depends upon the characters built in the homes today."
CASSIUS LYMAN
310 Edgell Road, Framingham, Massachusetts
Supervisor of Practice Teachers, Arithmetic
Ph.D., Yale University; Principal of Grammar School
six years ; Principal of High School five years ; Teacher
of Geography, State Normal School (Salem); Superin-
tendent of Schools in Massachusetts towns twenty-five
years.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1919.
To the Class of 1926:
"Success may become a habit, failure may become a
habit, therefore we should help our pupils to acquire the
habit of succeeding."
HELEN M. ALLAN
40 South Street, Medfield, Massachusetts
Assistant Practiced Arts Department
Graduate Massachusetts Normal Art School; Courses
at Museum of Fine Arts, Simmons College, Practical Arts
School, and Bostcn University.
To the Class of 1926:
"Not what you do, but how you do it, is the test of
your capacity."
[23]
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BERNICE W. TAYLOR
1431 Broadway, Haverhill, Massachusetts
Physical Education
Graduate, Sargent School for Physical Education;
Special diploma and B.S., Teachers College, Columbia
University. Taught in Haverhill Playgrounds; Public
Schools, Hoosick Falls, N. Y. ; Kansas State Teachers
College of Emporia ; Sargent School Camp.
Began teaching at Framingham in 1925.
To the Class of 1926
:
"Look not thou down but up."
EMMA A. HUNT
North Charlestown, New Hampshire
Hygiene, General Science
A.B., Wellesley, 1914; Summer sessions, M. A. C;
Summer sessions, Teachers College; Assistant Biology,
1914 and 1915; Teacher Biology and General Science,
Framingham High School.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1920.
To the Class of 1926
"No book is worth anything which is not worth much,
nor is it serviceable until it has been read, and reread,
and loved and loved again."
—
Ruskin.
CORRINE E. HALL
16 Linder Terrace, Newton, Massachusetts
Household Administration.
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; A.B..
Denver University ; Supervisor of Domestic Science, Dan-
bury, Conn.; Teacher of Cookery in New York City;
Manual Training High School, Denver, Colorado; In-
structor in Foods, Denver University; Massachusetts
Agricultural College.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1920.
To the Class of 1926:
"It is not doing the thing we like to do, but liking the
thing we have to do, that makes life blessed."—Goethe.
[24]
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HAZEL HARMON
655 Broad Street, Meriden, Connecticut
Household Arts
Diploma, State Normal School, New Haven ; Simmons
College; B.S., Cornell University; Teachers College
Summer School; Instructor Household Arts, Meriden,
Connecticut.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1920.
To the Class of 1926
:
"Fame is what you have taken,
Character's what you give;
When to this truth you waken
Then you begin to live."
—Bayard Taylor.
MARGARET H. DAY
55 Lee Street, Marble-head, Massachusetts
Chemistry
A.B., Boston University, 1921; A.M., Boston Univers-
ity, 1922; Assistant in Chemistrv, Boston University,
1921-1922.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1922.
To the Class of 1926
:
"A widespreading, hopeful disposition is your only
true umbrella in this vale of tears.'"
LUCILE G. FRENCH
Whitefield Road, West Somerville, Massachusetts
Household Arts, Practical Dietetics
Diploma, Framingham Normal School; Special Diplo-
ma in Supervision of Household Arts and B.S. degree,
Teachers College, Columbia University; Assistant in
Science, Framingham Normal School; Instructor in
Foods, Teachers College; Director of Foods and Nutri-
tion, James Milliken University, Decatur, Illinois; In-
structor of Foods, Pine Manor School, Wellesley, Massa-
chusetts.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1922.
To the Class of 1926
:
"Happiness must be earned."
—
Arabian Nights.
[25]
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FLORENCE E. AMIDOX
106 Austin Street, Xewtonville, Massachusetts
Dressmaking, Textiles
Teacher of Dressmaking, Xewton Vocational High
School, Xewtonville, and Women's Educational and In-
dustrial Union, Boston.
Began teaching in State Xormal School at Framing-
ham in 1923.
To the Class of 1926
:
"Happiness comes not from the power of possession,
but from the power of appreciation."
—
Sylvester.
MURIEL C. BUCKLEY
19 George Street, Belmont, Massachusetts
Diploma, State Xormal School at Framingham; teacher
in schools of East Hampton, Mass.; Columbia Univer-
sity, Summer Sessions.
To the Class of 1926:
"Greatly begin, though we have time
But for a line, be that sublime,
—
Xot failure, but low aim, is crime."
—James Russell Lowell.
EDITH A. SAVAGE
117 Richmond Street, Dorchester Centre, Massachusetts
Dean of Women, School Lunch Room Management
Diploma, State Xormal School, Framingham; Institu-
tional Management Course, Simmons College; Teacher,
Social Worker, Y. W. C. A. Secretarv.
Began duties in State Xormal School at Framingham.
September, 1923.
To the Class of 192b:
"Let me but live my life from year to year,
With forward face and unreluctant soul;
Xot hurrying to, nor turning from, the goal;
But with a whole and happy heart, that pays its toll
To Youth and Age, and travels on with cheer."
—Henry van Dyke.
[26]
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MARJORIE SPARROW
1140 Boylslon Street, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
English Composition, American Literature
A.B., Radcliffe College; Special Work at Wellesley and
Wheaton College. Graduate Study at Columbia, Har-
vard.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1922.
To the Class of 1026:
"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objec-
tions are not first overcome."
—
Samuel Johnson.
RUTH KAISER
558 LaGrange Street, West Roxbury, Massachusetts
Advanced Cookery, Cookery, House Care
Graduate, State Normal School, Framingham; B.S. at
Framingham.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1925.
To the Class of 1926:
"Nothing is more simple than greatness; indeed, to be
simple is to be great."
—
Emerson—Literary Ethics.
LOUISE KINGMAN
167 State Street, Framingham Centre, Massachusetts
Expression, Folk Dancing, Director of Dramatics
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; Rice
Summer School of Spoken Word, Oak Bluffs; Leland
Powers School of Spoken Word, Boston; Columbia Col-
lege of Expression, Chicago, Illinois; Columbia Normal
School of Physical Education; Grace Hickox Studio,
Chicago.
Teacher of Expression in State Normal School at
Framingham in 1917 to 1923. Leave of Absence in 1923.
To the Class of 1926:
"He started to sing as he tackled the thing that
couldn't be done, and he did it."
—
Edgar Guest.
[27]
ELLA C. RITCHIE
Endicott, New York
Librarian, Library Instruction
Graduate Centenary Collegiate Institute, Hackettstown,
N. J.; Simmons College, B.S.; Courses in Boston Uni-
versity; Librarian State Normal School, Bloomsburg,
Pa.; Air Service, War Department, Washington, D. C;
Cataloguer Free Public Library, Endicott, N. V.
To the Class of 1926:
"There is no frigate like a book
To take us lands away,
Nor any courser like a page
Of prancing poetry."
—
Dickinson.
FLORENCE I. ROBBINS
Avon, Massachusetts
School Nurse
Diploma, Framingham Hospital.
Besan duties in State Normal School at Framingham
in 1923.
To the Class of 1926:
"Like the star that shines afar,
Without haste and without rest,
Let each man wheel with steady sway
'Round the tasks that rule the dav and do his best."
DEBORAH M. RUSSELL
4 Hudson Street, Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemistry
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; Head
Dietician, Boston Floating Hospital; Summer Courses,
Columbia University; B.S., A.M., Teachers College,
Columbia University.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1918.
To the Class of 1926:
"Trust God: see all, nor be afraid!"
—From Rabbi Ben Ezra
—
Robert Browning.
[28]
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MARGARET GILL
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Household Arts, Practical Dietetics
Diploma, Cornell University, B.S.; Columbia, A.M.;
Certificate for Dean of Women from Teachers College at
Columbia; Graduate work at Harvard.
Began teaching at Framingham 1924.
To the Class of 1926
:
"Education for fuller living."
MARION E. MACDONALD
82 Rosewood Street, Mattapan, Massachusetts
Head Matron, Institutional Management
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; B.S.,
A.M., Boston University.
Began duties at State Normal School, Framingham,
in 1924.
To the Class of 1926:
"To go about your work with pleasure, to greet others
with a word of encouragement, to be happy in the pres-
ent, and confident in the future; this is to have achieved
some measure of success in living."
—Edwin Oscood Grover.
MADELINE MARSHALL
34 Pine Street, Taunton, Massachusetts
Assistant Matron of Peirce Hall
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham.
Began duties at State Normal School in 1925.
To the Class of 1926:
"Keep a bright look-out for-ard, and good luck to
you."
[29]
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JESSIE S. WEAVER
Allston. Massachusetts
Clothing
Diploma, Prince School of Education in Salesmanship;
Special Courses at Columbia University.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1924.
To the Class of 1026:
"The secret of success is constancy of purpose.' -
—Disraeli.
SARAH S. CUMMIXGS
35 Cambridge Road, Woburn, Massachusetts
History and Civics
A.B., Colby College, 1907; History Instructor, Lynn
English High ; Head of Girls' Department, Lynn Con-
tinuation School.
Began teaching in State Normal School at Framing-
ham in 1924.
To the Class of 1926
:
"But every hour where Love abides
And Friendship is a guest,
Is surely home, and home-sweet-home.
For there the heart can rest."
—Henry van Dyke.
STUART B. FOSTER
40 Winter Street, Framingham. Massachusetts
Chemistry
B.S., Massachusetts Agricultural College. 1914; Ph.D.
Columbia University, 1925.
At Framingham since 1921.
To the Class of 1926:
"Man's work must ever end in failure
Unless it bear the stamp of mind.
The head must plan with care and thought
Before the hand can execute."
—Schiller.
[30]
MRS. EVA HEMENWAY, 19 Warren Road. Framingham, Massachusetts
Secretary and Treasurer
To the Class of 1926
:
Live each day as though you may never see the morn-
ing come again; be strict with yourself, but patient and
lenient with others; be kindly to all, but kindlier to the
less fortunate; respect all honest employment; remember
that life is made easier and better by service to others.
Be true to your own in all things; make as much as
you can of your strength and the day's opportunity, and
meet disappointment without resentment. Be friendly
and helpful wherever possible; maintain your own self-
respect.
Mrs. Hemenway.
[31]
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JONATHAN MAYNARD FACULTY
Lena Gushing, B.S., A.M., Principal
Alice E. Joyce .
Edith C. Arey .
Robinette Ward
Mary L. Caunt .
Ruth S. Dennett
Ruth Russeli. .
Louise Thacher
Maria Hawes
Ethelyn V. Nickerson
Jennis L. Grey .
Eighth grade
Seventh grade
Sixth grade
Fifth grade
Fourth and fifth grades
Fourth grade
Third and fourth grades
Second and third grades
Second grade
First grade
[32 1
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LEILA ISABEL ANDERSON
64 Langsford Street, Gloucester
November 12
Household Arts
I.end-a-Hand (3,4); Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4); Fine Arts
(1,2,3,4) ; Chairman of Refreshment Com. of Prom (2);
Chairman of Mock Man Dance (3); Dial Staff (3);
Home Economics Club (3,4); Ex. Council of Student
Government (4); President of Class (4).
Here's to Leila, our class president. She has ability,
popularity and is the best of sports. May she always be
as successful as she has been here.
"Her read>- wit and cheery smile
Proclaim to all, she's a friend worth while.''
GERTRUDE MAY BLARNEY "Gert"
Riverside Avenue, Pottersville
February 5
Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4); Fine Arts (1,2,3,4); Athletic
Association (2); Home Economics (3,4).
Here's to another of the peppy members of the "Fall
River Delegation." Can she play the piano? Absolutely!
Best success to you, Gert.
HAZEL ELVIRA BYAM
35 Bank Street, Ware
September 6
Household Arts
Home Economics (3,4) ; Fine Arts (2,3) ; Lend-a-Hand
(3,4); Y. W. C. A. (1,2).
"Teach me half the gladness
That thy brain must know.''
Who knows Hazel and not her merry laugh? In her
we find one who is agreeable to anything that would
help another.
RUTH I. CARLSON
26 Bryant Street, Wakefield
January 27
Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4); Fine Arts (1,2,3,4); Home Eco-
nomics (3); Lend-a-Hand (3,4).
"As the yellow gold is tried in the fire, so the faith of
friendship must be seen in adversity."
Ruth has been tried by the process of time and found
to be a true friend to the Class of '26.
[34]
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MARY THERESA CASHIN "Terry"
Normal School, Framlngham
May 16
Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3); A'Kempis (1,2,3); Fine Arts
(1,2,3,4); Athletic Association (2); Home Economics
(4); Orchestra (1,2,3); President of X.P.K. (4). .
"A sweet, heart-lifting cheerfulness, like springtime of
the year,
Seem'd ever in her steps to wait."
Terry accomplished just wonders as President of the
X.P.K. She accomplished greater wonders in keeping
her long dark tresses until this year. Best luck for future
wonders, Terrv
!
LOUISE RUTH COTTER "Rustv"
Fairfield Street, Dedham
February 7
Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2) ; Fine Arts (2,3,4) ; Glee Club (1,2,3) ;
Orchestra (1,2,3); Home Economics Club (4).
Louise didn't join us until our fourth year at F. N. S.,
but it didn't take us long to find that she is a jolly and
true classmate. We wish you much luck and happiness,
Louise.
ROSAMOND DONCET CYR
81 Stafford Street, Fall River
April 14
Household Arts
A'Kempis (1,2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3) ; Fine Arts (1,2,3) ;
Glee Club (1,2,3,4); Home Economics Club (3,4);
Chairman Yale Costume Committee (3) ; Orchestra
(3,4); President Musical Club (4).
Rosamond is the girl we will remember for her origi-
nality, daintiness and uniqueness in clothing. As Presi-
dent of the Musical Club, we have a proof of her
efficiency, too.
EDITH COLBURN FORBES
Holliston
January 26
Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4): Fine Arts (1,2,3); Lend-a-Hand
(2,3).
Three cheers for the girl who commuted her Degree
year! Can she make charts?—ask her. We are mighty
glad you returned as a member of our class, Edith.
[35]
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AGNES FREYER
7 Beach Road, Salisbury
September 13
Household Arts
Athletic Association (1,2,3,4) ; Lend-a-Hand (3,4) ; Y W
C. A. (1,2,3,4) ; Fine Arts (2,3,4) ; Class Basketball (2,4)
;
Harvard Sub Team (4); Home Economics Club (3,4).
A jolly good sport
And an interesting speaker.
When she arrives in South Africa
She'll be some teacher!
DOROTHY JOSEPHINE GAFFEY
4 Summit Avenue, Salem
September 19
Household Arts
A'Kempis (1,2,3,4); A'Kempis Vice President (3); Fine
Arts (1,2,3); Home Economics (3,4); Middle Junior
Play; Lend-a-Hand (3,4); Dial Staff (3); Class Basket-
ball Team.
Dotty will always bring happy memories of "Peg o'
My Heart."
She aims not to be wondrous wise,
Only to be jolly in all folks eyes.
EFFIE GODDARD
201 Forest Street, Arlington Heights
January 5
Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4); Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Lend-a-
Hand (2,3,4); President of Horace Mann (2); President
X.P.K.; Class Treasurer (3); Delegate to Maqua; Fine
Arts (1,2,3) ; Summer School '21; Home Economics Club
(4); Dial Staff (3,4).
Effie is one of those all around girls who does some
real work but is always ready for fun, too. After her
work as a Home Demonstration Agent, we know that
she will make a success of whatever she does next year.
ALICE WINTHROP HASKELL
9 Johnson Avenue, Winthrop
February 17
Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4) ; Fine Arts (1,2,3,4) ; Girls' Friendly
Society (3,4) ; Mandolin Club (3,4) ; Home Economics
(3,4) ; Lend-a-Hand (4) ; Ex.. Council of Student Gov-
ernment.
Quiet? Yes, except for her irresistible giggle. Un-
obtrusive? Yes, but always there with the goods. That's
our Alice, who finds week ends and Edith all she needs.
"To be happy ourselves is a most effectual contribu-
tion to the happiness of others."
[36]
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ETHELYN WINIFRED HASLAM
621 North Main Street, Attleboro
April 29
Household Arts
Orchestra (1,2,3,4); Assistant Business Manager of
Orchestra; Glee Club (1,2,3,4); Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4);
Fine Arts (1,2,3,4); Athletic Association (1,2); Lend-a-
Hand (3,4); Home Economics Club (3,4); H. A. Art
Editor of Dial (4).
Lessons always ready on time
And making posters all the while,
But always time for giggling,
And ever ready to smile.
RUTH WHITTEMORE HOOK "Hookie"
6 Cochrane Street, Methuen
March 23
Household Arts
Athletic Association (1,2,3,4) ; Committee on By-Laws
(1); Harvard Sub Team (1,2); Harvard Team (3,4);
Captain Harvard Team (4) ; Class Team (3) ; Fine Arts
Play (3); Chairman of Dramatics (4).
What would we have done if "Hookie" hadn't come
back to play for Harvard? Besides being proficient in
athletics she has no trouble in conquering her subjects.
Best of success to you
!
ANNA MARY McANDREW
102 Ballard Street, Fall River
January 14
Household Arts
A'Kempis Club (1,2,3); Fine Arts (1,2,3); Home Eco-
nomics Club (3,4) ; Class Basketball (4) ; Athletic Asso-
ciation (3,4).
"She works when she works
And plays when she plays."
With such a principle, can success evade her?
ELIZABETH COLE MacMILLAN
41 Collins Road, Waban
November 22
Household Arts
Fine Arts Club (1,2,3) ; Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4) ; Secretary
Y. W. C. A. (2,4) ; Lend-a-Hand (2,3,4) ; Class Secretary
(2); Student Council (2); Middle Junior Play (2);
Athletic Association (1,2,3) ; Home Economics Club
(3,4); President of Home Economics Club (4).
Elizabeth is one who never seems to get "flustered," no
matter how difficult the task. May she always be able
to do this throughout life. Good luck go with her.
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LILLIAN PEARL MORSE
108 Essex Street, Swampscott
November 29
Household Arts
Y. W. C. A.; Yale Team (1,2,3); Athletic Association;
Fine Arts; Middle Junior Class Play (2); Summer
School; Yale Sub-Team; Home Economics Club (4).
How lucky we are that you came back for your de-
gree, Lillian. Your pep, fun, and good nature have made
you a friend to us, one and all.
MARIE RIDEOUT
29 Sot'TH Street, Rayxham
November IS
Household Arts
Home Economics Club (4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4) ; Class
Treasurer (4); Dial Staff (4).
"Nothing will so much delight the mind as a faithful
and pleasing friendship."
Quiet, conscientious, obliging and sweet,
As for these things Marie can't be beat.
ALICE JOSEPHINE SAUNDERS "AT
403 Axdover Street, Lowell
October 31
Household Arts
Fine Arts (1,2); A'Kempis (1,2,3,4); Y. W. C. A. (2);
Home Economics (3,4) ; Vocational House President (2)
;
Assistant Harvard Cheer Leader (2) ; Class Secretary
(3); Student Council (3); Prom Committee (3);
Athletic Association (41; Class Basketball (4).
We like her and we'll remember her because of her
ready smile; because she is the same to all and at all
times ; because she is a good sport and a good pal
because we can't help it
!
MARY ALICE SCANLAN
36 Muxroe Street, Somerville
January 22
Household Arts
A'Kempis (1,2,3,4); Fine Arts (1,2,3,4); Middle Junior
Plav
; Athletic Association (1,2); Home Economics Club
(3,4); Class Vice President (4); Dial Staff (3).
"Whate'er she does is done with ease."
Who is there so calm and easy going as Mary ? Keep
it up, Mary, you'll get there with a bunch of good cheer
in the bargain.
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FAITH TAYLOR "Philena"
236 West Street, Leominster
December 12
Household Arts
Fine Arts (1,2,3,4); Athletic Association (1,2,3,4); Ad-
visory Board (4); Glee Club (1,2,3,4); Treasurer Glee
Club (3,4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3,4) ; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
(2); Class Treasurer (1); Lend-a-Hand (2,3); Class
Basketball (3,4) ; Captain (4) ; Sub Yale Team (3,4)
;
Captain (4); Class Baseball (2,3); Class Play (3); Dial
Staff (3).
"Don't do anything until you do it, and then when
you have done it, stop doing it."
This, I believe, must be "Philena's" motto. How else
could she accomplish all she does and be so happy, care-
free, and jolly? Success is just ahead for such people,
Faith.
EDITH FLORENCE VAN IDERSTINE
54 Hastings Street, Wellesley Hills
July 30
Household Arts
Secretary of Class (4); Commuters' Club (1,2); Y. W.
C. A. (2,3,4) ; G. F. S. (4) ; Lend-a-Hand (4) ; Fine Arts
(3,4) ; Chairman Cap and Gown Committee (4) ; Home
Economics Club (3,4).
Auburn hair in a good looking bob,
Face always clothed in a smile,
Ready for work and ready for play,
And always there in good style.
MARY AGATHA WALSH
61 Thorndikf. Street, Lawrence
April 19
Household Arts
A'Kempis (1,2,3); Fine Arts (1,2,3); Athletic Asso-
ciation (1,2,3); Class Basketball Team (1,2); Home
Economics (3,4).
"How her hair
Shone in the sunshine, and the light
Made her blue, laughing eyes so bright
Whenever she looked up at you."
When she is quiet she is very, very quiet,
And when she is noisy we all know it.
EILEEN FRANCES WHALEN "Leenie"
216 Grove Street, Fall River
May 20
Household Arts
A'Kempis Club (1,2,3,4); Fine Arts (1,2,3); Athletic
Association (1,2,3,4); Class Basketball (2); Degree
Senior Basketball Team (4); Home Economics (3,4);
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3); Chairman Stunt Show (3); Chair-
man Class Picnic (3); Chairman Class Funeral (3);
Class Plav (3); Yale Cheer Leader (3,4); Dial Staff
(3,4).
The reason why we love "Leen" could not otherwise
be expressed than by answering "Because she is 'she,' a
girl who is happy with us and delights in doing all she
can for us."
"Blessed is she who has the gift of making friends, for
it is one of God's best gifts."
[39]
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HELEN BAKER
126 Central Street, East Bridgewater
October 4
Vocational Household Arts
V. W. C. A. (1,2,3); Treasurer Y. W. C. A. (3); Fine
Arts (1,2,3); V. W. C. A. Cabinet (3); Class Basketball
(2,3); Harvard Sub Team (2): Class Baseball Team
(2); G. F. S. (3); Lend-a-Hand (2,2); G. A. A. (2,3);
Advisory Board A. A.
Helen is always there when you need her. She has an
attractive personality which you appreciate more as time
goes on. A sood sport she surely is, and a friend to all.
We'll miss her, but success surely awaits her in her new
work.
MARJORIE JOSEPHINE BREGLIO "Maree"
26 Portland Street, Springfield
May 2S
Vocational Household Arts
A'Kempis (2,3); Fine Arts (2,3); Home Economics (3);
Athletic Association (1,2); Y. \V. C. A. (1); Dial Staff
(3); Lend-a-Hand (3); Harvard-Yale Costume Com-
mittee (3); Ring Committee.
Shall we ever forget Marjorie. the sunshine maker of
our clan? Her superior ability to do all things well is
recognized bv all who come in contact with her.
GR\CE ISABELLE COPELAXD
Salisbl-ry Plains
December 20
Vocational Household Arts
Y. \V. C. A. (1,2,3); Lend-a-Hand (2,3); Fine Arts
1,2,3) ; Home Economics (3).
G is for generosity
R is for readiness to be helpful
A is for ability
C is for cleverness combined with dependability
E is for earnestness of purpose in all things
MILDRED VIOLA EVANS "Mir' "Millie"
Pequot Springs. Xo. Xatick
Ausust 1
Vocational Household Arts
Athletic Association (1,2,3); Y. W. C. A. (1); Lend-a-
Hand (2); Class Basketball (1,2.3); Harvard Sub Team
(2,3); Sophomore Athletic Leader (2); Harvard Team
(2,3).
Mil—a champion basketball player always lair and
square—clever in her studies and ever willing to help
others. Because of her sunny disposition we're always
clad to have her around.
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MYRTLE ELIZABETH FILES "Mert"
WlLBRAHAM
January 23
Vocational Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. Sub Cabinet (1); Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
(2,3); Home Economics (3).
Mert, with disposition so lovable and fine,
Is efficient and capable in every line;
Her personality so charming, and flashing brown eyes,
And with her delightful giggle, brings many friends nigh.
MARGARET GERTRUDE HARRINGTON "Peg"
52 SuMMERFIELD STREET, FALL RlVER
March 31
Vocational Household Arts
A'Kempis (1,2,3) ; Fine Arts (3) ; Home Economics (3) ;
Glee Club (3); Chairman Harvard-Yale Prom; Senior
Prom Committee.
"Laugh and the world laughs with you."
Enter "Peg." The girl with the merry laugh and the
sympathetic nature. She sang her way into the Glee
Club and our hearts with her sweet voice. What would
we have done without her?
JEANNETTE ELIZABETH JOHNSON
216 Hanover Street, Fall River
April 20
Vocational Household Arts
Athletic Association (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3); Fine
Arts (2,3); Lend-a-Hand (3); Home Economics (3).
Once a friend always a friend. Generous, sympathetic,
neat and conscientious—these and many other likeable
qualities are combined in our Jeannette, one of those
"capable Vocs."
DOROTHY WINIFRED LAWSON "Dot" "Dottie"
14918 Superior Road, Cleveland, Ohio
December 23
Vocational Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1); Athletic Association (1,2); Glee Club
(1,2,3); Class Pianist (3); Assistant Editor of Dial (3).
Our "Dottie" is one peach and we all know it. Manx-
spare moments have been pleasantly spent in enjoyment
of her piano playing and her sweet tenor voice. These,
with her pleasing personality and charms, have com-
pletely won us as her staunch friends.
[43 1
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MARY MacDONALD
483 Linden Street, Fall Rtver
February 18
Vocational Household Arts
A'Kempis (1,2,3); Athletic Association (1,2); Y. W.
C. A. (3) ; Home Economics (2,3) ; Fine Arts (1,3)
;
Lend-a-Hand (3).
We all know and love Mary. Besides popularity she
has ability, a big heart, and a sunny disposition, and is a
true friend to all.
HELEN MOULTON
115 Warren Avenue, Milton
September 6
Vocational Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3) ; Fine Arts (1,2) ; Lend-a-Hand (3)
Athletic Association (1,2); Vocational House President
(2) ; Chemistry Council (2) ; Dial Staff (3).
One of our most conscientious students, always ready
to help others. She is ever ready with her wit, and as
for story telling, well, ask one of the "Vocs." A good
sport and a loyal friend.
JOSEPHINE M. PIEPER "Jo" "Joey"
24 Lothrop Avenue, Milton
February 5
Vocational Household Arts
Class Vice President (2); Class President (3); Y. W.
C. A. ; Athletic Association ; A"Kempis ; Prom Committee
(1); Chairman Prom (2); Student Council.
Here is a girl who is the personification of neatness,
one with excellent executive ability. Jolly, capable, and
a friend who is true blue. We take off our hats to you.
"Joey."
GERTRUDE ROGERS
106S Hancock Street, Quincy
January 10
Vocational Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3); Lend-a-Hand (2,3); Home Eco-
nomics (3); Fine Arts (1,2); Athletic Association (1,2);
Prom Committee (2).
In Gertrude we have found a most conscientious and
capable student. Her hurrying, bustling manner from
morning till night is well known to her classmates. We
predict, nevertheless, that this characteristic will help
Gertrude to gain what her heart desires after her F. N. S.
davs are over.
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MAE TEMPLE
34 Battles Street, Brockton
February 14
Vocational Household Arts
Y. W. C. A. (1,2,3); Fine Arts (1,2,3); Lend-a-Hand
(2,3) ; Vice President of Lend-a-Hand (2) ; House Presi-
dent (1); Dial Staff (3).
In Mae we find capability and helpfulness to the nth
degree. Surely, all of the "Vocs" will miss her ready
answers. Mae always seems to know all about anything
that you wish to know. We wish her much success in
her life work.
[45]
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ANNA ELIZABETH ALLSTRIN
15 Slxth Street, Melrose
April 13
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Girls' Friendly (1,2); Lend-a-Hand
(2); Dial Staff (4).
In Anna we found these admirable qualities : leader-
ship, initiative, capability, and the ability to make
friends.
"To know her is to love her."'
HILDA AXDERSOX
IS Poplar Street, Medford
December 6
Regular
Commuters' Club; Y. W. C. A.; Senior Dramatics.
The girls at F. N. S. are sure that Hilda's earnestness
and her sincerity of purpose will win the respect and
esteem of all her pupils: her love of fun and sport will
make her their prime favorite.
SUSAN ETTA BALLOU '"Sue"
R. F. D. Xo. 1, Ware
August 28
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (2) ; Delegate to National Collegiate World
Court Conference of Princeton, New Jersey.
Susan is one of those fine girls who are constantly
making themselves of service and helpfulness to others.
In scholarship, as in other things, Susan excelled. Her
bright and sweet disposition have made her loved bv us
all.
ALICE BARLOW
66 High Street, Milford
June 26
Regular
A'Kempis; Commuters' Club; Y. W. C. A.
Alice can spot a joke a mile off—just listen to her
laugh! She is a merry little chatterbox—her tongue
works overtime with a ready supply of wit. She makes
a jolly companion and a happy pal.
[46]
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HOPE PHYLLIS BOSWORTH "Hop'
Beechwood Street, Cohasset
December 25
Regular
Freshman Sub-Cabinet; Y. W. C. A. (1,2).
Our Hope is a good sport and a good student. In
dancing she excels 'tis true, and with her merry nature
she makes a jolly friend. In her we hope for a great
success and a splendid future.
LOUISE BLAIS
73 Russell Street, Marlboro
April 18
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Commuters' Club (1,2).
"A smile for all, a welcome glad,
A jovial, coaxing way she had."
In the way of cheering others and making herself
agreeable, Louise has proved herself an expert.
MARY BRADY
East Main Street, Northboro
June 3
Regular
Commuters' Club.
Charming, petite and gracious,
Witty, and that isn't all,
For she is merry, happy and gay,
And we're glad she wandered our wav.
EVELYN FRANCES BROPHY
181% Robbins Street, Waltham
October 31
Regular
Fine Arts (1,2) ; A'Kempis (2) ; Prom Committee; Senior
Basketball.
Good looks she has, we all can see,
And she plays and dances gracefully
;
She loves to read, and demands books near
—
Our Ev, a pal to us all so dear.
[47]
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DOROTHY CHARLOTTE BROWN
141 Central Street, Hudson
December 24
Regular
Mandolin (2); Y. W. C. A. (2); Senior Dramatics (2).
Although she came to us only in our senior year, we
have all been happy to have known so gentle and so
sweet a girl. May every success and happiness attend
you in the future.
GRACE BROWN
38 Spring Street, Mllford
January 24
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); A'Kempis (1,2); Mandolin
Club (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (2).
"Grade" will find her way into the hearts of her
pupils, first on the playground, then in the classroom.
May your sportsmanship and love of fair play win for
you as manv friends as a teacher as they did as a stu-
dent at F. N. S.
DORIS E. BURNELL "Dot"
62 Cypress Street, Brookline
October 24
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Fine Arts (1); Business Manager
Dial (2); Senior Dramatics.
"Dot" is one of our all-around girls. Happy, good-
natured, willing, friendly, and popular are only a few
words that might describe her.
CLARA ELIZABETH CADE
49 Greene Street, Mtlford
March 26
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2).
Clara is one of those earnest, enthusiastic girls who are
just bound to succeed. Haven't we watched her at prac-
tice teaching? Haven't we watched her on the hill?
Need we say more? No, her record savs it for her.
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DOROTHY ROSEMARY CAIN "Dot"
22 Bay State Road, Pittsfield
August 22
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Fine Arts (1,2); Lend-a-Hand (2);
Dial Staff (2); Secretary-Treasurer Peirce Hall; Senior
Dramatics; Assistant Stage Manager; Y. W. C. A. (2).
Combining an unusually sunny disposition with an
ability to think clearly, "Dot" quickly made friends as
well as gaining honors in the classroom. The proverbial
belief that fiery locks denote temper was refuted in our
friendly companion.
GLADYS H. CAMPBELL
Brimfield
July 14
Regular
Lend-a-Hand (1,2) ; Glee Club (1,2)
;
C apable
A ttractive
M usical
Patient
B usinesslike
E arnest
L ikeable
L uck which we hope she will have.
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ROSE L. CANNING
53 Clinton Street, Framingham
March 21
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); Orchestra (1); Leader of
Orchestra (2); A'Kempis (1,2); Treasurer of A'Kempis
(2) ; Advertising Manager Senior Dramatics.
Sweet, gentle, and kind is Rose, the musician of our
class. All of us who know her will agree that she is a
true friend to everyone, and we wish her every success.
MARGARET MARY CARROLL "Peg"
2 Maple Street, Whitinsville
March 18
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Fine Arts (2);
Senior Dramatics; Advertising Manager; Peirce Hall
Social Committee.
Pep for sports and vim for studies, earnest, always true,
Winning personality, jolly nature, too;
With happy laugh she always greets you, ever smiling,
never blue
—
May the joy which you give other find its way, Peg,
back to you.
[49]
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MARY G. COLLINS
7 Holliston Street, Medway
September 6
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Senior Dramatics (2).
A girl who always has her lessons done; a girl readv
to help anyone at any time; a girl full of fun and
always ready for a good time—that's Mary.
MARGARET COSTELLO "Peg"
Norwood
October 5
Regular
Fine Arts; A'Kempis Club; Senior Play.
We know you'll play your part in life
With as much success and good will
As you did when you were "Judy''
In that play on Normal Hill.
MARY JANE CULLEN
42 Holyoke Street, Easthajiptox
July 19
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2) ; Girls' Friendly (1,2) ; Senior Dramat-
ics; Lend-a-Hand (2); Dial Staff (2).
Who will ever forget Mary's faculty "take off"?
Certainly not the Seniors ! And who will forget the girl
herself, with her witty ways and sweet good nature?
Certainly not we, her classmates!
BESSIE MINERVA CUMMINGS
65 Uxiox Street, Fraxklix
September 16
Regular
Fine Arts (1,2) ; Y. W. C. A. (2); Lend-a-Hand (2).
Since Minerva is the Goddess of Wisdom, we can
easily see why Bessie was named for her. She is a sweet,
ambitious girl, who we know will succeed.
[SO]
MARGARET FRANCES DALLAGHER
6" Shamut Street, Fall River
May 8
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (2) ; A'Kempis (1,2).
It will be hard to find anyone more generous or more
friendly than "Peg." She is a classmate well worth
having, and in looking towards the future she has our
sincerest wishes for the best of luck.
MARY ELIZABETH DAVOREN
290 Main Street, Milford
June 25
Regular
Commuters' Club (1); Business Manager Commuters'
Club (1); A'Kempis (1,2); Fine Arts Club (2); Senior
Dramatics.
Mary's winning smile has won many friends for her at
F. N. S. We can hope nothing better for her than that
she will be as successful at teaching as she was at being
an orphan in "Daddy Long-Legs."
GRACE MARGARET DEAN "Grade"
45 Alderman Street, Springfield
November 12
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Fine Arts (1,2); Secretary Lend-a-
Hand (2); Student Council (2); President Peirce Hall
(2); Senior Dramatics (2).
Who fought our Peirce Hall battles and won?
Who never did her studying on the run?
Who greeted us with a smile so cheery?
Why, it was Grace, yours most sincerely.
EDITH DEPLITCH
664 Woodman Street, Fall River
January 25
Regular
G. F. S. (1,2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1) ; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
(2); Athletic Association (1); Treasurer Athletic Asso-
ciation (2); Class Basketball (1); Captain (2); Yale
Team (2); Dial Staff (2).
Is there anything in the line of athletics which Edith
cannot do? We never discovered it. Is there anyone
who can work harder and take defeat better? Maybe
there is, but so far Edith is the best example the Seniors
have discovered.
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.MARGARET CAROL DROWN"
HOPEDALE
September 4
Regular
V. W. C. A. (2).
Quiet and unassuming,
With a character very strong.
Margaret's friendship's worth having;
It's as good as the day is long.
We've no question as to her success in the future.
M. ADELINE DUPIXO
-'Toots"
Graftox
September 10
Regular
Fine Arts (2); Y. W. C. A. (2).
"True to her word, her work and her friends."
We have found "Toots" to be ambitious, determined,
energetic, and likeable.
RUTH ELEANOR DWVER
7P8 Secoxd Street, Fall River
August 1
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Fine Arts (2); Y. W. C. A. (2).
Ruth, with her wonderful brown eyes, her winning
smile, and smart clothes, is another one of the merry
group from Fall River. She is always ready to do any-
one a favor and is a friend worth having.
RITA J. EDWARDS "Eddie"
26 Pearl Street, Medford
January 15
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); A'Kempis (1,2).
We all know when Rita wants to do anything, nothing
will stand in her way until it is done. We can see her
great success as a teacher even now.
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DOROTHY A. FAIR "Dot"
14 Harvard Street, Natick
February 12
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2).
"Her eyes are blue, celestial blue, and dazzling is their
glow."
A girl who is bubbling over with fun and kindness, to
say nothing of school teaching.
FLORENCE A. FINN "Finnie"
SOUTHBORO
August 8
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Commuters' Club (1,2).
"I have a heart with room for every joy."
Well! Here's to our "Finnie" and her welcome laugh.
I'm sure nothing could hold all the fun we find stored
up in "Finnie."
MARGARET PATRICIA FITZGERALD
28 Meridian Street, Greenfield
May IS
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (2); Fine Arts (2).
A clever, quiet lass is she,
Her ways are very winning
;
And then to know her—Oh ! full of wit.
Three guesses who ?
Why, it's "Queenie."
RITA KATHRYN FITZPATRICK
312 Main Street, Milford
August 26
Regular
Business Manager of Commuters' Club; A'Kempis (1,2).
"Make knowledge circle with the winds;
But let her herald, Reverence, fly
Before her to whatever sky
Bear seed of mern and growth of minds."
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REGIXA FLYXX
128 House Street, Marlboro
July 11
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Commuters' Club (1,2).
Always accommodating and very conscientious. What
will the commuters do without their noted pianist? Who
is she? We all can answer in chorus, "Regina Flynn.*'
ESTHER LOUISE GAGLIARDI
24 Mechanic Street. Milford
Xovember 30
Regular
A'Kempis Club (1,2); Commuters' Club (1,2).
Esther is clever, industrious, self-reliant and jolly. Her
manner is always modest and unassuming. She performs
her daily tasks conscientiously and finds beauty and joy
in everything.
HELEX GLEXXOX
9 Marmion Street, Jamaica Plain
February 2
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); A'Kempis (1,2); Y. W. C. A.
(1,2); Senior Dramatics.
Helen, of the neatly marceled hair;
Helen, of the quiet, collegiate air;
Helen, of the grave and charming ways.
May life be good to you all of your days.
GEORGIA HALEY
Bedford
October S
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2) ; F. A. C. (2) ; Lend-a-Hand (2).
A companionable classmate, a sincere friend, and a
most conscientious worker is our unanimous opinion of
Georgia. As diligence brings success, we predict for you,
Georgia, a most successful future—success honestly and
noblv earned.
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GRACE J. HARRIGAN "Dutchv"
26 Richards Street, Dedham
December 16
Regular
Fine Arts (1) ; A'Kempis (1,2).
Ever a good sport and ready for a good time. Grace
is one of our best athletes, always taking a prominent
part in athletics at F. N. S.
ETHEL AGNES HILLEN
231 Winchester Street, Brookline
January 21
Regular
Mandolin Club (1,2); A'Kempis (1,2); Commuters'
Club (1,2).
That Ethel will always be remembered by us is un-
questioned We can imagine what a successful teacher
she will become.
"Sunshine heart and soul of song."
GERTRUDE ELEANOR HUNTER
650 Huron Avenue, Cambridge
July 10
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); Vice President Commuters'
Club (2); Orchestra (1,2); Librarian of Orchestra (2);
Y. W. C. A. (2) ; Fine Arts (2) ; A'Kempis (1,2).
Gentle, modest, unassuming are words that well de-
scribe Gertrude. Though you be ever so unpretentious
"Gert," the girls at F. N. S. predict that your fine traits
of character will bring you great success in your chosen
work.
MARGARET EDITH HUNTER "Peg"
24 Parkman Street, Dorchester
October 17
Regular
Fine Arts (2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1,2) ; Mandolin (1,2).
Did you ever know a red-headed person who wasn't
interesting? No, I'm not providing you with an excep-
tion, for I'm discussing "Peggy" Hunter. Besides being
clever and artistic, she's an all around friend.
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MURIEL JEXXER «Mu"
143 College Avenue. Somervllle
March 18
Regular
V. W. C. A. (1.2); Fine Arts (1,2); Lend-a-Hand
;
Senior Dramatics; Costume Manager; Dial Staff (2).
"Here is a sigh for those who love me,
And a smile for those who hate,
And while there is a sky above me
Here's a heart for every fate.
-
'
Knowing Muriel, could anything be more appropriate?
AXXA HILDA KELLEHER
560 Walnut Street, Fall River
June 11
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (2); Baseball (2).
Anna is one of the best natured girls in our class. She
always greets one with a smile. We have no doubt as
to her success as a teacher. Good luck, Anna.
MARY G. KELLEY "May"
37 Goldsmith Street. Jamaica Plain
October 30
Regular
Commuters' Club (1); A'Kempis (1,2).
"She's pretty to walk with,
And witty to talk with,
And pleasant, too, to think on."
We have found in May the attributes of a true friend.
She is loyal, gentle, and gracious—the sort of girl we
?hall enjoy remembering.
FRAXCES ELEAXOR KIXGMAX
33 Main Street, Framingham Center
February 25
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Fine Arts (1,2); Commuters' Club
(1,2); Senior Dramatics.
Here's to our Frances with curly hair, a classmate
studious, cheerful and friendly. That she may always
have the best of luck is the wish of her friends.
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FANNIE HELEN KUNEN
65 Highland Street, Marlboro
September 4
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2).
A desire to be helpful, a pleasing personality, and an
unforgetable agreeableness will make us long remember
you, Fannie.
"She's as good as she is fair."
MARY FRANCES LADD
667
"Laddie'
Belmont Street, Belmont
September 10
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Mandolin (1,2); Senior Basketball.
"Cheerful as the day is long."
Sweet, modest and. willing—that is Mary. As a com-
panion Mary can't be beat. Ask anyone in Senior A,
thev know.
EDNA ANNE LEARNED
1214 Washington Street, Wellesley
March 23
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2).
"For she was just the quiet kind
Whose natures never vary,
Like streams that keep a summer mind
Snow hid in January."—Lowell.
EVELYN S. LEVI
139 Ashland Street, Roslindale
June 17
Regular
Commuters' Club (1); A'Kempis (1,2); Costume Man-
ager Senior Dramatics; Dial Staff.
We cannot say too much for our Evelyn. Wholesome,
sweet, charming are adjectives that inadequately express
our regard for her. Her scholarship, too, deserves men-
tion.
"Her air, her manners, all who saw admired."
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DOROTHY LIVINGSTON"
65 Highland Street. Marlboro
September 15
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2).
A girl of many admirable characteristics—loyalty,
earnestness, and purposefulness.
"Those dark eyes—so dark and deep."
MARY A. LYXCH
23 Rice Street, Marlboro
January 21
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Commuters" Club (1,2); Y. W. C. A.
(2).
Mary has proven to those who know her that she is a
wonderful pal. A truer and better friend it would be
hard to find. May you have every success.
ELLEX ARCHBALD MacDERMOTT
Cliftox Road, Milton
October 11
Regular
Student Council (V ; Vice President (2) ; Dial Staff (2)
;
Harvard Costume Committee; Education Week Com-
mittee; A'Kempis (2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1,2) ; Fine Arts (2).
We wonder what the Dial Staff would be without you,
Xellie? Surely, no one has worked quite so hard and
yet had so much time to be charming, quaint and dif-
ferent.
MARY ELIZABETH MAHOXEY
31 Socth Main Street. Xatick
Xovember 18
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); A'Kempis (1.2); Senior Dra-
matics.
A girl whose fine spirit of willingness to accommodate
and loyalty has made her many warm friends.
"Those about her from her shall read the perfect ways
of honor."
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HELENA MARKHAM
35 Lincoln Street, Stoneham
February 8
Regular
Fine Arts (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (1,2).
There is none so friendly and true,
More loving and lovable, too,
Than Helena, so humorous and gay,
Who's ready for study or play.
MARGARET MAY
32 W. Tremlett Street, Dorchester
November 3
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1); Cabinet (2); Senior Dramatics (2);
Athletic Association (2); Harvard Sub-Team (2); Har-
vard Cheer Leader (2); Girls' Friendlv (1,2); Lend-a-
Hand (2); Class Basketball (2).
One of our star athletes who has made the term
"school spirit" familiar to us all. She is heaps of fun, a
good sport and a wonderful friend.
MARGARET MAUREEN McCARTHY
IS Devens Street, Marlboro
December 8
Regular
A'Kempis; Commuters' Club.
"As merry as the day is long."
Peg, one of our commuters w-ho has a spirit all sun-
shine and a pure heart.
FLORA E. McCULLOCH "Flossie"
95 Grant Street, Framingham
June 2
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2).
Flora is a fine girl, the kind you like to know.
Friendly, active, loving, and busy all the time. Best of
luck, Flora.
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KATHERIXE GERTRUDE McGUINESS
30 North Main Street, Whittntsviixe
January 23
Regular
A'Kempis (2); Fine Arts (2).
Has anyone ever seen "Kay" when she wasn't gig-
gling ? If her pupils love her half as much as her friends
here at school do, she is sure to be a success.
MARGARET McGUIRE
4 Pearl Street, Milford
August 1
Regular
Commuters' Club (2); A'Kempis (2); Senior Dramatics.
It was not long before we realized Margaret was one
of the finest and most splendid girls. Her natural in-
tellectuality, her power of making friends, and her will-
ingness to help anyone will alwavs be remembered bv u*
all.
LOUISE McKEXXEY
58 Elizabeth Street, Xorthamptox
April 15
Regular
V. W. C. A. (1,2); Fine Arts (1,2); Lend-a-Hand (2);
Secretary of Fine Arts (2).
Louise, the sweet
;
Louise, the lovable;
Louise, the one who's such a scholar;
She does her work, she has her fun,
But as a teacher she's the one for us to follow.
ELEAXOR MERRILL
262 Lowell Avexl-e, Xewtoxville
August 27
Regular
President Commuters' Club (2); Student Council (2);
Y. W. C. A. (2); Commuters' Club (1,2); Glee Club
(1,2); Senior Dramatics Stage Manager.
Has anyone ever known Eleanor to be anything but
gay and cheerful? Always she is wreathed in smiles and
always she higgles. Xor has she been lacking in sym-
pathetic friendship or obliging friendliness.
[ 6C
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LILLIAN EUNICE MOREY
1 Haven Street, Milford
January 28
Regular
Ever ready for either work or play. A girl usually
studious and invariably good fun. We prophesy success
for you, Eunice.
RUTH MOSS
19 Richmond Avenue, Worcester
February 20
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Maqua Delegate (1).
"Still smile, my dear, a frown or tear would mar that
cheerful face."
We are fortunate to have Ruth for a friend, for we
admire her quiet ways and sweet disposition.
MARY LOUISE NAPHEN
45 Clark Street, Framingham
December 16
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); Orchestra (1,2).
Black hair and dark eyes, and a laugh which easily
makes you one of Louise's friends. She has made many
friends. She certainly will make a wonderful teacher
with her pleasing personality.
HELEN HILDEGARDE NELSON
4 Mendon Road, Upton
May 26
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1); Girls' Friendly (1); Senior Dramatics.
Our Helen, quiet, modest, and humorous, was a
haughty "Mrs. Pendleton" in "Daddy Long-Legs." With
her admirable characteristics we know she will make a
success in life.
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BERXADIXA XOLFI
27 Avery Street, Dedham
July 31
Regular
Lend-a-Hand (2); Y. W. C. A. (1,2); A'Kempis (1,2);
Fine Arts (1).
"We have much to enjoy in the quiet and retirement
of our own thoughts."
Who ever knows Bernadina's thoughts? They are
kept hidden far within herself. Much success to you,
Bernadina.
ROSE ALMA XORTOX 'Roses"
31 River Street, Hudson
June 4
Regular
A'Kempis (2); Commuters' Club.(l); Y. W. C. A. (2).
"A merry heart goes twice the way that tires the sad
one."
And Rose's "goes twice the way" every time. Her
cheery words and pleasant smiles have often made our
troubles seem trifles.
SARAH XOVICK
MlLLIS
March 9
Regular
Fine Arts; Senior Dramatics (Property Manager).
When we want anything done well, we always go to
Sarah. What would our play have been without her for
cur efficient property manager? We know you'll be a
success, Sarah.
KATHERIXE O'BRIEX ••Kay-
Franklin
December 27
Regular
A'Kempis.
"I say little, but when time shall serve, then shall I
smile."
'
Kay is one of our small girls. She is just bubbling
over with enthusiasm and mirth, and is a sure cure for
the blues. In work and in play, Kay has a sunny nature.
Good luck to vou, Buddv.
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ELLEN MADOLYN O'HARA "Peg"
77 Petty Plain Road, Greenfield
March 4
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Fine Arts (3); Y. W. C. A. (2); Glee
Club (1,2); Dial Staff (2); Class Treasurer (2).
P Popularity, and Peg sure is popular
E Enthusiasm
G Grit
O' Obedience, which Peg will insist on while teaching
H Happiness, which we hope she will always have
A Ambition
R Reasoning
A Ability in many different lines.
ODLANG B. OLSEN
Golden Cove, Chelmsford
January 13
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2).
Fair hair, laughing eyes, rosy cheeks, sunny disposi-
tion, and a good sport describes "Od." Do you wonder
she is popular?
DOROTHY PALMER "Dot"
Pearl Street, Upton
June 30
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (2).
She is always happy and gay, and the possessor of a
very pleasing personality. Give her work and she is
just the girl that will do it. Yes, "Dot" is not a shirker.
ELSIE PARMENTER
43 Quincy Avenue, Quincy
January 17
Regular
Fine Arts (1,2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1,2) ; Girls' Friendly.
"A friend in need is a friend indeed."
Who always has her work done right on time? Elsie,
of course. Always cheerful, busy, and ready to lend a
helping hand. Everyone knows that she will be an ideal
teacher.
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ALICE RIGBV
169 Wilson Road. Fall River
December 10
Regular
V. W. C. A. (1,2); Girls' Friendly (1,2); Fine Arts Play
(1); Orchestra (1,2); Glee Club (1,2); Senior Dramat-
ics; Dial Staff.
Alice is the girl who always has something to do. If
you do not believe it just look above. Besides all this,
she is taking a private correspondence course???
JULIA ADELINE ROPER
Princeton
June 24
Regular
V. \Y. C. A. (1,2) ; Fine Arts (1,2).
Here's to Julia, so studious and clever,
Never without a smile, always doing something worth
while.
DENE ROWE
17 Winthrop Street, Marlboro
March IS
Regular
Commuters' Club (2).
Although you have been with us only one year, Dene,
through your pleasing personality, your sunny smile and
cheerful disposition, you have won the hearts of all of
us.
MARGARET VIRGINIA RYAN
8 Sidney Street, Watertowx
June 29
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2).
"The soul of wit."
Her love of fun, good sportsmanship and trueness of
purpose have made her beloved by all.
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HARRIET FRANCES PENELL
8 Maple Street, Natick
November 9
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); A'Kempis (1,2).Glee Club (1),
Harriet stands for quietness, sweetness, fun;
Harriet stands for friendliness and ambition
;
Harriet stands for scholarship and influence,
And what more could you wish of a girl?
ELIZABETH MARJORIE RAPP
94 Fletcher Street, Roslindale
May 3
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (2); Fine Arts (2); Senior Play (2); Glee
Club (2); Commuters' Club (2).
Marjorie is the so-called "girl from Westfield," joining
our class this year. What would we have done for a
"Sally"? We all hope she will be a successful teacher,
and extend to her our best wishes.
MARGUERITE RICHARDS
8 Standish Street, Boston
February 22
Regular
Commuters' Club.
Rita has won her way into our hearts. Her jolly good
nature and congeniality to all are equaled by her spirit
of conquering hard work. In these two short years she
has become very dear to us.
HELEN A. RICHARDSON "Henna'
8 Starkey Avenue, Attleboro
February 18
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Class Secretary (2); Orchestra Sec-
retary (2); Dial Staff (2); Senior Dramatics.
Who is that girl so tall and fair,
With deep gray eyes and nut-brown hair?
Why, that's Helen Richardson, one of our class,
Whom in studies none surpass;
Good-natured, jolly, full of fun,
She makes us love her, every one.
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ALTA M. SARGEXT
Boston Road, Southboro
April 4
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (1,2).
Remember Alta's wonderful Nature collections last
year? We have a feeling that she's going to be a most
successful teacher. Her popularity lies in the fact that
she is one of our most friendly girls.
"A pleasant smile makes life worth while."
DORIS SHERIDAN "Dot"'
22 Vine Street, Haverhill
January 6
Regular
A'Kempis; Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Senior Dramatics.
I guess it's the gleam in your Irish blue eyes
That has knotted your friends to you,
For that gleam bespeaks faith and an infinite hope,
And a loyalty unswerving and true.
CLARA SIBLEY
R. F. D. No. 1, Woonsocket, R. I.
January 17
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2) ; Fine Arts (1) ; Senior Dramatics.
In Clara we find a capable student and a fine friend,
possessing all the admirable characteristics which we
hope to find in an F. X. S. girl.
DOROTHY ADELINE STEVENS "Dot"
Court Street, Groton
December 24
Regular
Glee Club (1,2); Fine Arts (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (1,2);
Senior Play (2).
"Once your friend, always your friend" is our Dot, and
she has many at F. N. S. She is a quiet girl, yet one of
the most capable we know. With her charming, force-
ful personality, we feel sure that she will be a superior
teacher.
^H
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MARGARET FLORENCE SULLIVAN
47 Oakland Street, Medway
September 3
Regular
Fine Arts (1,2); A'Kempis; Senior Dramatics.
P is for pep,
E is for expression of originality,
G is for gayety.
Put them all together and they spell Peg Sullivan, and
that means much to us all!
G. HELEN SUNDQUIST "Sunny"
190 Robbins Street, Waltham
February 14
Regular
Fine Arts (2); Athletic Association (1,2); Glee Club
(1,2); Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Member Student Council
(1,2); Class President (1); President Student Govern-
ment Association (2) ; Business Manager Musical Clubs
(2); Yale Team (2); Class Basketball (1).
Helen is a girl who has leadership, self-control, high
ideals, and all that is admirable in character, as well as
common sense, a creditable scholastic standing, and a
sense of humor.
VIOLA SWANSON
19 Main Street, Foxboro
August IS
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2); Commuters' Club (1,2).
A girl whose sunny disposition has made her well
loved.
"It's the song she sings and the smile she wears
That makes the sunshine everywhere."
ELEANOR TAYLOR
Main Street, Foxboro
June 9
Regular
Commuters' Club.
A quiet girl with a lovely manner, and though she
doesn't say much she is right on the job when you want
her.
"Ever ready as a friend."
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EUNICE W. TERRY
1126 Meridian Street, Fall River
July 26
Regular
Fine Arts; Senior Dramatics.
Happy, jolly and cheerful, always ready with the right
thing. What would we do without Eunice? We are
sure of her future success.
MARY EVANGELINE TOOHILL
3 Farwell Street, Natick
April 26
Regular
Commuters' Club (2); A'Kempis (1,2); Y. W. C. A
(2); Lend-a-Hand (2).
Mary is the very embodiment of good nature; laughter
and friendly chatter are characteristic of her. May your
pleasant manner and cheery smile win your way into
the hearts of all your pupils, Mary.
HELEN PATRICIA TOOMEY
25 Forest Avenue, Greenfield
March 27
Regular
A'Kempis (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (2); Senior Dramatics;
Fine Arts; Prom Committee; Picture Committee.
Helen came to Normal like all of us, unheralded and
unsung, but can you keep a good man down? Helen
possesses that admirable and much to be desired quality
of seeing something worthwhile in everyone. Does this
not bespeak of her deep sincerity and foretell of success
in life and most surelv in her classroom?
DOROTHY TREADWELL "Dot"
70 Eddy Street, West Newton
November 4
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2); Fine Arts (2); Senior Dramat-
ics (Business Manager).
To make a long story short
:
D Dutiful; does it well.
O On her job.
T Tried, and true blue.
That's Dot.
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DORIS TRIPP "Dot'
146 New Boston Road, Fall River
March 20
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2).
Doris, a miss most attractive and charming,
Abhors sports, because of togs so alarming,
But in teaching she succeeds, 'tis true;
In social life she is popular, too.
ETHEL VERONICA TUOHY
11 Cliffmont Street, Roslindale
March 18
Regular
Editor-in-Chief of the Dial; Photograph Committee;
Senior Dramatics; A'Kempis Club (1,2); Education
Week Committee.
A girl with a winning personality, clever, loyal, sin-
cere, and ready to help if, perchance, you need her, is
Ethel. Her achievements in the classroom, and this, her
Dial, are lasting tributes to her days at F. N. S.
MARGARET WALCOTT "Peg" "Peggy"
22 Hale Street, Leominster
October 28
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (1,2) ; Fine Arts (1,2).
Peg is a very sweet and sympathetic girl who is
always cheerful and energetic. She is a friend who will
always be sincere and whose heart is ever true and kind.
MILDRED URQUHART
247A Maple Street, Marlboro
December 24
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (2); Glee Club (2); Commuters' Club
(1,2); Secretary Commuters' Club (2); Senior Dramat-
ics (2).
A clever girl with pleasant ways,
A true friend—the kind that stays.
Full of fun, but never silly,
She's a good sport—she's our "Millie."
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ALMA WAGNER
258 Franklin Street, Fall River
August 3
Regular
Glee Club (1.2); Student Council (2); Y. W. C. A.
(1,2); Fine Arts (2).
Did anyone ever see her frown? Never! Did anyone
ever see her smile ? Always ! I guess that's the secret
of Alma's popularity.
RUTH BROWX WATSO
36 West Xewton Street, Boston
January 29
Regular
Commuters' Club (1,2).
One of the sweetest and best-natured girls in our class
is Ruth. Her love of fun and gentleness have endeared
her to us all.
"To know her is to love her."
ALICE PATRICIA WILLIAMS
73 Willums Road, Concord
July 11
Regular
Y. W. C. A. (2) ; A'Kempis (1) ; Senior Basketball.
Al is always cheerful and we know her sunny disposi-
tion will bring her heaps of success. Good luck to our
soccer player.
ELSIE EUNICE WILLIAMS
80 Madison Avenue, Arlington Heights
December S
Regular
Glee Club (1,2); Y. W. C. A. (2); Fine Arts (2)
Student Council (2) ; Senior Dramatics.
E is for earnestness;
L is for a lady with manner sweet
;
S is for sincerity most true;
I is for intelligence so keen
;
E is for enthusiasm in all things.
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ALVIRA BARTLETT
Boston
Vocational Special
Exceeding dignity marks the personality of this young
lady from New Jersey. She is a good conscientious
worker, and we hope she has enjoyed her studies at
F. N. S. May she have good luck as a teacher.
ANTOINETTE COURTEMANCHE
Lawrence
Vocational Special
Fine Arts; Y. W. C. A.
Those eyes are such bright shining lights we know,
with only a glance, that the person who possesses them
is capable, beyond doubt, of great achievement and
advancement.
FLORENCE E. DALY
Boston
Vocational Special
Florence is a great Framingham booster and a tireless,
energetic worker, always on the job. These qualities,
together with her personality, should insure her success.
EMMA HOLMES
Brockton
Vocational Special
Emma is a small, attractive brunette, who is blessed
with a happy disposition and remarkable ability. It is
no wonder that she enjoys great popularity.
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ADDIE L. ROWELL
Groveland
Vocational Special
No one can help loving Addie, and wherever she goes
she gains the best of friends. She is one of the shining
lights in class, especially in Chemistry. Prospects look
good for her, and we know she will make an ideal
teacher.
KATHERVXE SASSERXO
QUINCY
Vocational Special
They will be lucky pupils who get Kathryne to in-
struct them. Her ingenuity and brilliance, as well as
her sweetness, will prove an inspiration. What a bright
future she has before her
!
MARY SHEERIN
New Bedford
Vocational Special
Mary's sunny disposition and lovable ways have won
our hearts, and we know that all who come in contact
with her will be as fond of her as we are. What Man'
can't do we haven't yet found out, and we predict she
will be a most successful teacher.
FLORENCE E. WYMAN
WlN'CHENDON
Vocational Special
Fine Arts; Y. W. C. A.
"Those about her from her shall read the perfect
wavs of honor."
[72]
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DEGREE SENIOR PROPHECY
TO begin with, this is not a prophecy in the ordinary sense of the word. In thefirst place, no one could be found in the class who would acknowledge having
any power of divining the future; and in the second place, visions such as might
appear to anyone are so apt to be influenced by what the visions had for dinner that
they are on the whole unsatisfactory. Therefore, we have decided merely to mention
incidents in each girl's history here at Framingham which would seem to have a
significant bearing on her future career.
Leila Anderson. Since our discussion of race problems in sociology class, Leila
has decided that she can have nothing more to do with Charley and the laundry.
Perhaps she will take up acrobatics now instead; surely, anyone who can tilt her cap
at the angle Leila does and keep it on during the prayer in Chapel has a sense of balance
worth developing.
Gertrude Blakney. Gertrude says she's letting her hair grow "to become digni-
fied." Now what possible reason could she have for wishing to appear more dignified?
We wall leave that an open question.
Hazel Byam. Hazel will probably be a demonstration agent, for she seems to
enjoy a change of scene. She has had not only two rooms, but also two roommates, in
this one year.
Ruth Carlson. Ruth's powers of accurate observation have been greatly improved
by a year of living on the Village Square. We therefore recommend that she be
detained here by the Student Council to take attendance at Chapel and Assembly, in
the hope that it will then be done with some degree of accuracy.
Theresa Cashin. Terry will probably achieve success several laps ahead of the
rest of us, for she seems to be built for speed. Delivering telephone messages has put
wings on her feet, and a discussion of the world's future food supply certainly proved
that her tongue can scamper.
Louise Cotter. We are rather worried about Louise. Xot long ago she ruined all
her chances for future usefulness by bobbing her hair, and shortly afterward she showed
marked interest in a book on crime. We would suggest that she take up church work
for a few years until this unfortunate tendency toward degeneracy is overcome.
Rosamonde Cyr. Rosamonde has spent most of her time this year accumulating
nicknames and costuming plays. We hope that her sad experiences in trying to make a
bunch of rakish marionettes appear like respectable members of society will not dis-
courage her from designing clever clothes for real people later on.
Edith Forbes. Edith, under compulsion, once wrote an epitaph so convincing and
so wide in its appeal that the Lydia E. Pinkham Company are very eager to have her
write their advertisements in the future.
Agnes Freyer. Agnes very much wants a job in South Africa, but does not feel
that she can accept one until she has finished her book on "The Place of Dark Bread in
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our Diet," dedicated to Miss Faufman. We understand that this will be followed by a
short paper, "How to Use Tomato Catsup in Large Quantities."
Dorothy Gaffey. We suppose it was because of her interest in pure foods that
Dot took a trip of inspection around Framingham last winter on one of the local milk
wagons. Perhaps she will be interested in forming a Society for the Prevention of the
Removal of the Germ from Cereal Grains. Wouldn't she make a nice founder for the
S. P. R. G. C. G.?
Effie Goddard. Any girl who would deliberately say that Shakespeare invented
"the fool" will certainly bear watching. Or is that what they all think out in Ohio?
Alice Haskell. Alice must either have a lot of money or a lot of time, for she owns
our only class radio. In either case we think it would be nice for her to devote her life
to devising some scheme whereby future Seniors may go in town for a course in Health
Education two days a week and at the same time be able to observe a few of the rules
of healthy living themselves.
Ethelyn Haslam. Ethelyn's artistic ability opens a great field to her—that of
designing stickers for the Boston Dispensary. Really educational things, you know:
pictures of oranges and clean ears and fresh air and bowls of oatmeal.
Ruth Hook. Flookie, also, knows a thing or two about tomato catsup, and the
making of cocoa, and the best way to use milk as well. This knowledge should be very
useful in a doctor's family. And her athletic ability will doubtless come in handy when
helping Bob start the Ford.
Elizabeth MacMillan. Elizabeth is planning, after her dietetics course, to work
out a method for applying the Mendelian law to institutional meals. For example, the
union of one hash and one stew will produce, within two weeks, a second generation of
three hashes and one stew, hash being the dominant characteristic.
Anna McAndrew. Knowing that Anna is very much interested in a young gentle-
man from Boston named Joey, we all planned to keep a watchful eye on her—until we
found out that he is only four months old. Anna is also taking a course in sitting on
tables, but it's hard to predict what that may lead to.
Lillian Morse. Lillian surely has gone in for an all-around career this year: Greek
posters, basketball, mayonnaise, bathing demonstrations, and eating box lunches on the
Boston and Worcester being her specialties. Such versatility would surely go unappre-
ciated anywhere except in the teaching profession.
Marie Rideout. Marie's experience in making $13 cover our class expenses will
easily get her a position as head matron where the board money "barely covers the cost
of the raw materials for the food served."
Alice Saunders. Al is one of our more scientifically minded girls. // she does not
give up all hope before finding someone who can tell her when a lamb becomes a sheep,
or if she does not take up basketball as a vocation, she will probably be an assistant in
the biology department within a few years.
Mary Scanlan. Mary is one of the chief "appreciators" in our Modern Poetry
class. We are hoping that soon she will publish some of her own criticisms of present
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day verse; it would be so interesting for comparison with Amy Lowell or Louis U., and
would doubtless be of great help in clearing up some of this "obscurity."
Faith Taylor. Since playing the title role in "Rip Van Winkle," Faith has but one
ambition in life: to sleep undisturbed for twenty years.
Edith Van Iderstine. Edith has had the unusual opportunity of being one of four
teachers who were jointly conducting a class of three pupils; one of the Dispensary's
indispensables, you know. Evidently individual instruction is her line.
Mary Walsh. We suggest that Mary shall be paid a salary for the next five years
to organize theatre parties at the Metropolitan for members of the nutrition class.
Eileen Whalen. Speaking of mineral matter, Eileen's "grit" in speaking in Chapel
at a moment's notice would probably get her a fine position as manager of a spinach
farm or the like, but she absolutely refuses to live in the country "because there are no
electric lights to attach the radio to!"
Faith Taylor.
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REGULAR CLASS HISTORY
To the hill above the village
Came we Freshmen that September,
Each one looking toward the future,
Each one wondering what would happen.
Soon to help us came the Seniors,
Came the smiling, friendly Seniors;
Took their bashful Freshmen sisters,
Tried to help them get acquainted.
Each club spread for us a party,
Bade us all a hearty welcome.
Soon we were no longer strangers
—
F. N. S-. had truly won us.
Every Monday after luncheon
Hied we Freshmen to Assembly:
With Dr. Chalmers we assembled,
Listened to his words of wisdom,
Heard about the world's Great Teachers,
So the days passed swiftly onward.
Came and passed the Hallowe'en party,
When each girl ransacked her closet
For the funniest costume possible.
Finally the day of conflict,
The battle of the blue and crimson;
"Harvard's" team was filled with gladness,
"Yale" was bowed in lamentation.
With the Mock Man Dance and banquet
That week end will be remembered.
When we came back after Christmas
The next thing was the Glee Club Concert,
Worcester Tech our entertainers.
Then our concerts came with Salem,
And the H. A.'s gave recitals.
All too soon our first year ended,
Home we went for our vacations,
But we thought as we departed,
"We have had our year as Freshmen,
Next September we'll be Seniors."
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That September was a gay one.
Oh, the racket that first evening!
How glad we were to see each other,
Glad to be back to see each other!
Soon we settled down to business;
Some of us went practice teaching,
Learned the joys and woes of teaching,
Met each week with Mr. Lyman.
"Get into the game!" he told us.
''Use the map much," said Miss Ramsdell.
"Study the children," said Miss Armstrong.
So our teachers correct our blunders,
Correct our faults with words of kindness.
Our ability in drama
We displayed on various evenings:
"Daddy Long Legs," "Little Women,"
"Eliza Comes to Stay," and others.
When the time came in November
For our greatest annual battle,
"Yale" this time came off victorious.
Sang the Boola song in triumph.
Then Brown's Glee Club entertained us;
Heard we often many concerts:
One in Salem, and our own concerts,
Not to mention the new Victrola,
Whose lovely melody delights us.
Many things have made us happy,
Happy were the two years spent here;
We have found some true and dear friends,
Friends we always shall remember.
Thus, then, do we close our history.
Helen A. Richardson.
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CLASS WILL
We, the Senior Class of Framingham Normal School, being in our right and sane
minds, do leave and bequeath to the following persons the following things:
First, we leave our remarkable scholarship and the memory of our general superior-
ity to the school, trusting that no future class will have the bad taste to aspire to sur-
pass us.
To the Seniors, we leave the dignity which heredity will always vest Seniors in.
To the Regular Juniors, the sage advice that they do not take Mr. Doner too
seriously.
To the Sophomores we leave the pleasing prospect of a cockroachy Crocker and
Practice Teaching. We express the charitable hope that they will enjoy the Training
School as much as we have and that their little pupils will love them as much as they
have loved us.
To the Training School we leave a Student Teachers' Room, fitted out with at
least a mirror.
To Miss Armstrong, a card index of all her books, assignments and references, in
hope that she may be able to keep track of them for at least the first third of next year.
To Miss Gerritson, a minute schedule for each of her classes, that she may be able
to reserve at least five minutes for that day's assignment.
To Miss Cummings, a low, well-modulated voice.
To Dr. Meier, a leather bound edition of all the letters which doting publishers
and grateful students have written him.
To Miss Taylor, a Regular Senior Class which will appreciate her marks.
To Miss Cushing, a frivolous disposition.
To Mr. Lyman, a James Henry Ford to navigate the countryside in. We feel that
he deserves a better means of locomotion than the Boston-Worcester car line.
To Mr. Ried, a faculty that will see eye to eye with him.
To Miss Savage, a mandolin to pick on.
To Mr. Archibald, a school that will "sit up straight, holds their books up, and get
some life in their faces."
Dot Stevens and Odd Olsen's parking spaces in and about Framingham to Alice
Hallett and Ruth Campbell.
The station and all its attractions to Kay Thurber and Marion Bethune.
Peg May's first kiss to Jean Bragg (and in all due thoughtfulness, we hope that it
will provide her with as much of a kick as it did Peg).
To Katherine Benedict, a Freshman to tag at her heels as faithfully as she has
tagged that of the Seniors.
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Ruth Campbell's seventy-two Special Deliveries to our esteemed Dean, that her
education in so subtle a matter be not neglected.
Margaret May's ability to make herself heard in the Students' Room at mail time
to Grace Barry.
Rita Richards' nonchalance to Ruth Hutchinson.
Marjorie Rapp's line to Ella Bates to supplement her vocabulary.
Xellie McDermott's quaint old-fashioned sweetness to Peg Teller.
Doris Tripp's sweetness to the faculty to Sarah Broffaman.
To Edith Beale, a gallice to hang her line on.
Eleanor Merrill's chronic tardiness at Monday conferences to whoever of next
year's Senior class can get away with it.
Alma Wagner's pleasant voice to Mary O'Brien.
Terry Cashin's pleasant ways to Dot Smith.
To the Vocational Sophomores, a sound-proof corridor.
To the Physical Ed. lab., 500 pair of black cotton hose, that all legs may be
uniform.
Mary Cullen's faculty take-offs to whoever the latter shall elect as best able to
understand their attitude and get their point of view.
And now, having disposed of all our possessions which we value and a great many
which we do not. we feel that it would be best to legalize this priceless document by our
signature, on this, the first day of spring in the year of our Lord one thousand, nine
hundred and twenty-six.
(Signed) Class of 1926.
Witnesses: (Signed) Klapper
Sheridan.
P.S. We feel that more competent members of society never have existed and never
will exist, and it gives us great satisfaction to have enlisted their sendees in this im-
portant matter.
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REGULAR SENIOR PROPHECY
STATION FNS broadcasting directly from the living room of Peirce Hall, Fram-
ingham, Massachusetts, on this night of June 16, 1933. As a result of a number
of requests from the Regular Seniors of 1926, we are giving out the whereabouts
of the various members.
It is needless to say that Susan Ballou has become one of Massachusetts greatest
educational leaders. She is at the head of the Massachusetts Bureau of Education and
is doing as remarkable work there as she did at F. N. S.
Remember how Ev. Brophy and Al. Williams used to read so much? After they
left F. N. S. they were literary cirtics. Now they write up criticisms for plays and
movies for the magazine Life.
Bessie Cummings is classed as one of the natural-born teachers. During the sum-
mer she runs a tearoom and has called it the "F. N. S. Shoppe."
Adeline Dupuis left the teaching profession in disgust, because she could not teach
her pupils how to pronounce her name. They all insisted upon calling her "Miss
Dipewy."
It was with regret that Grace Dean's pupils said good-by to her. She claimed that
something bigger was occupying her time. Some tiling? We wonder.
As you may have guessed, Queenie Fitzgerald has compiled a new dictionary
which is outselling Webster's by the thousands. Tn the back is advice to girls on how
to get men, and what is more important, how to keep them.
Peg Hunter is at last working at her one strong ambition
—
painting. She has a
very pretty studio in New York and paints some of the "cutest" pictures ever
exhibited.
Mary Ladd has joined up with Kay McGuinness in "A School for Giggles." They
are teaching how to giggle on various occasions. If you tease Mary enough she will
perform her Allah ceremonies for you.
Louise McKenney is head of the history department at Smith. She's the same
good-natured, accommodating Louise, but she abhors bluffing. She has been known to
flunk girls for it and she can always tell when they do bluff.
Eunice Morey is giving a correspondence course on "How to play basketball."
In it we learn that one must jump just so and attack the opponent most viciously.
Audrey Olsen is teaching penmanship, so that teachers may read the pupils' writ-
ing, especially when they pass in written sentences.
Dorothy Palmer is still nodding her head after the pupils make the statements.
She makes a very "agreeable" teacher.
Harriet Penell has left the regular teaching to give vocal lessons.
Helen Sundquist taught dramatics for a time, but for once she shirked her duty.
She "let George do it."
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Everyone expected Dot Tripp to step off in a couple of years after leaving school
and she disappointed nobody. However, she spends her summers working in "Daddy's
drug store."
Margaret Walcott is at the head of the playground system at Leominster.
Julia Roper preferred keeping house for her people to teaching. She is still
"cutting up." That is, cooking, etc., of course. (?)
Ann Allstrin is head of a private school, and maybe those children don't toe the
mark! Can't you picture Ann 5
Alice Barlow thought she would break up the monotony of life by eloping. She
certainly caused some excitement in her home town.
Louise Blais is teaching sewing in a school for orphan girls. She is a remarkable
teacher, for she teaches the best way to make a dress out of two yards of cloth.
Dorothy Cain is as studious as ever. Besides teaching in a high school, she is
working for a Ph.D.
Peg Carroll was as popular a teacher as she was a student at F. X. S., but
Worcester and its points of interest were too much for Peg.
Margaret Costellc is Xellie McDermott's best and sweetest model in her Elite
Shoppe in Chicago. Xellie specializes in simple, inexpensive garments, but they're
beauties.
Muriel Jenner is giving a series of lectures on the "Incredulous demeanor of the
modern generation, and its significance."
Flora McCulioch has taken Miss Hunt's place teaching science at F. X. S.
Eleanor Merrill has dancing classes and is striving to renew that old dance step
called the "Charleston." Somehow or another she hates a teacher's pet and never
allows any of her pupils to hang around her.
Sarah Xovick has gone to Central and Eastern Europe to tell of the wonderful
possibilities in America.
Helen Richardson is writing letters for Good Housekeeping, on "The advantages
of being tall, stately, and slender."
Alta Sargent is a teacher with perfect discipline, obtained by the short but effective
word "Sh-h."
Dorothy Stevens is at the head of a small store, where she caters to what milady
has in the line of a complete set of powder and perfumes.
Peg Sullivan has made a great success at teaching by simply not worrying over it.
Alma Wagner and Ruth Dwyer have become wealthy over a poison, "The Mice
Extinguisher." Their interests were always along the same lines and still are, especially
their "club" interests.
Grace Brown found teaching too tiresome, so she joined the Mack Sennett
comedies.
Fannie Kunen has become a naturalist and is especially interested in the preserva-
tion of snakes.
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Hilda Anderson has profited from her experience as being a rough orphan boy by
being able to control her class, especially the boys.
Hope Bosworth and her immediate friends have started a fund for putting in tele-
phone booths at F. N. S.
Mary Cullen has become the world's greatest impersonator. The night she im-
personated the faculty at F. N. S. there were so many F. N. S. alumnae that hundreds
were turned away.
Mary Davoren has become very highty-flighty and is now a Broadway butterfly.
Esther Gagliardi went to Europe after leaving F. N. S., and is now giving a series
of lectures showing moving pictures of sights on her trip.
Gertrude Hunter has become the manager for Helen Glennon, who is touring the
country showing spinster aunts how they look to others.
Peg May is the girls' coach at Dorchester High. They have quite a few holidays
though, for Peg is still having a tough time with either her knee, her ankle, her shoulder
or some other joint.
Helen Nelson is giving the voung people of the junior high a good history founda-
tion. She loves to teach the history of Texas especially.
Marjorie Rapp has written a book entitled "What the Boyish Bob Did for Me."
It is a very good seller all over the world.
Alice Rigby, to be perfectly "frank," is not a member of the teaching profession.
When she's not too busy at home, she leads an orchestra.
Mary Toohill is a very successful music teacher at the Old Ladies' Home in Fram-
ingham.
Helen Toomey disappointed us all a bit because she did not follow in the foot-
steps of her greatly admired friend. She gave as an excuse that she preferred other
things to teaching penmanship.
Milly Urquhart is running a dancing school on Boylston Street and has for
assistants Rose Norton and Dot Sheridan.
Margaret McGuire has taken President Woolley's place at Mount Holyoke and is
giving the girls courses on how to develop keen memories.
Viola Swanson says that from her knowledge of life there is no better profession
than the teaching one and she intends to stay in it.
Eleanor Taylor has just put out on the market a book called "How to Care for
Chickens," modeled after the one she did for Miss Gardner.
Gladys Campbell is the first grade teacher at the Jonathan Maynard School.
Peg Dallagher is endeavoring to have the state make out a special menu for girls
who are on doctor's diets. She can fully sympathize with anyone in this condition.
It is hardly necessary to say that Edith Deplitch is at the head of the State
Athletic Association. She is one of the members of the United States basketball team
sent abroad to defeat the European teams.
Margaret Drown is trying to decide the question "Why grow up?" Ruth Moss is
helping her out, but Ruth says it is just too much of a nuisance to grow up.
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Rita Fitzpatrick is writing up speeches for people, in which clauses like "you
know" appear, to make the speech have a familiar air.
Ethel Hillen and Clara Cade have formed a society for quiet women. They never
say a word, but sit and think, or sometimes just sit.
Anna Kelleher is showing the world that there are few worries after all. She has
started a class to teach people how to see a joke and how to acquire a hearty laugh.
Edna Learned and Mary Mahoney are entertaining in public as "Raggedy Ann
and Raggedy Andy" in their customary dance.
Dorothy Livingston is publishing a booklet telling new and young teachers the
best and easiest methods of discipline.
Helena Markham was so fond of hymns that she has written a series for her own
grade and one for the upper grades.
Margaret McCarthy and Mary Lynch have taken to writing poems. Their latest
is "Why Hurry?" Others are: "No Sense to Worry," "Never Chase a Street Car,
There'll be Another Along Soon."
Louise Naphen and Rose Canning have just finished a music course in Paris and
intend to come back to America to give concerts.
Catherine O'Brien and Margaret Ryan are debating on the question that "Normal
schools require too much studying." The affirmative is being upheld by Margaret and
the negative by Catherine.
Ruth Watso is broadcasting sleepy-time stories to kiddies, and they can hardly
wait from one night to the next to hear her.
Dot Burnell has gone back to Maine, where she is in her seventh heaven teaching
the third grade.
Mary Collins has gone on the vaudeville stage, singing old songs and new ones.
Rita Edwards was perfectly satisfied when she was given a position at home and
she has stayed there ever since.
Dorothy Fair has a hairdressing establishment in her home town.
Florence Finn has become a very successful teacher, and they say she has won her
children by rolling her eyes.
Regina Flynn has classes in the difficult task of how to reduce and keep neat by
yawning.
Georgia Haley is still the devoted friend of Elsie Williams and is Elsie's secretary.
Elsie is writing courses of study for grades one to four.
Grace Harrigan and Eunice Terry have established a famous newspaper in which
they tell nothing but the truth about all people and affairs. We can easily believe how
frank they are.
Mae Kelly is a designer for Vogue, and you may find her designs on the page
"What the Weil-Dressed Lady Wears."
Frances Kingman has made up a dramatic club for women only. Charlotte Brown
is her leading man, with Clara Sibley as her understudy. They are now touring Canada.
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Evelyn Levi is teaching psychology and is making her pupils think by the intelli-
gent questions she asks.
Bernadina Nolfi liked her position so well as head usher at Senior Dramatics at
F. N. S., that she is now head usher in a theatre in Boston.
Elsie Parmenter has opened a school supply house for furnishing arithmetic collec-
tions and English pictures to normal school students.
Dot Treadwell is spending most of her time worrying over Rita Richards. Rita is
still the happy-go-lucky girl and is inventing new cosmetics. Dot travels around with
her so she won't fall asleep on trains.
Ethel Tuohy is in her glory, because she has so many pupils whom she can call
"deah." She still emphasizes her "r's."
Dene Rowe is teaching in a school for girls and has all the "little women" she can
handle.
As for myself, I am a successful elocution teacher in a school for the deaf and
dumb.
This concludes the program for tonight. Station FNS signing off. Good-night.
Announcer: E. M. O'Hara.
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VOCATIONAL HOUSEHOLD ARTS HISTORY
Framingham Normal School,
Framingham Centre, Mass.
Dear Miss Sturtevant:
Again the curtain rings up. This time for the Last Act of our days at Framing-
ham. We feel that it will be the saddest but happiest of them all. Like the last of a
great drama, during it, we. the players, will gather up the loose ends of the story and
complete the whole with a sense of satisfaction and contentment.
As the days pass on and Graduation Day looms up before us, we often pause in
our work and think of the happy days of the past. The reaction is that we plunge into
the coming days with such vehemence that every moment might be the last one here,
as a great swimmer takes a last deep breath of the sweet air of life before he plunges
into the unknown seas to do his task. The happiest days of all, we agree, are the days
spent at the dear old Vocational House.
The beginning was September 11, 1923. Although classes did not start until the
following day, everyone was on hand Tuesday. The first night at school is one which
every girl remembers. We each felt differently about it, but each felt lost and lonely
in her own way. We had not yet learned to find comfort and companionship in a
crowd, even of strangers.
The first gathering of the Vocational Freshmen was on the following day at the
Voc. House, with Miss Weeks. It was a group of girls from all over the state, strangers,
but yet girls who were to make dear friends with each other. Friday night of that
week was the Acquaintance Party at May Hall. There each girl wore her name on her
dress, so that we soon learned to place names with faces. The ''weenie roast" for the
Vocational, on Saturday night, did more for the little Freshmen than the upper class-
men realized. It was the opening up of the hearts and arms of the older girls for the
younger.
The next few weeks were busy ones. Then on October 5th came the Faculty
Reception. It was a sad girl, indeed, who did not feel completely at home and entirely
welcome after this reception of the teachers. Xext came the Voc. Acquaintance Party
on October 10. This was the first party at the Vocational House. There we learned
the secrets of hypnotism!
The last of the month brought the much dreaded initiation day. It was the last of
its kind, so we will always remember it. Never will we forget Bones! Bones! or Skulls!
Skulls! Each of us learned the soothing (?) action of Sloan's Liniment! It was good
advertising!
The 23rd of November brought the "Mock Man" Dance. That was just the
beginning of the great week end of the year. The main events were the sub-team game
on Friday and the big Harvard-Yale game on Saturday, with Yale victorious, score 18-
15. Then came the colorful banquet and later the clever faculty game in the gym.
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December 18th brought the Voc Christmas Party at the House and another
Christmas party at Horace Mann Hall. December 21st found us all moved to the
Vocational, ready to live there after our vacation. The night before we went home we
stayed up to listen to the Seniors sing carols.
The year of school that followed you lived with us, but nevertheless I'm going to
speak of the happy times we had together. January 2nd saw the start of our new life
in the Voc. House. Agnes Winsper did not return with us from vacation. She was the
first that we lost from our seventeen girls. But on January 30th Gertrude Wilkins left,
so "that left fifteen."
April first of that year will never be forgotten by most of us. You remember the
dinner bell, the mail, and the dessert under Jeannette's bed, don't you? Three weeks
later the middies were due. Oh! what a relief when they were in.
During the first few weeks of May we started our Freshman recitals. Later in
the month, on May 18th, came our first F. N. S. Prom. Entertaining the prom men
for dinner and breakfast at the House helped to make it a huge success.
Stunt night on May 25th brought the Vocational out in "The Burning of Rome,"
which was much laughed at and long remembered.
The first week of June saw the House being closed for the summer, so we ate at
Peirce Hall. June 5th marks the time that we stayed up all night to finish our skirt
problem. It was a rush until June 9th, when we went home for the summer.
The September of 1924 was much like that of the year before in main events.
School opened on September 10. We returned to the Voc. House to complete our year
there until January. Miriam Cole did not return and we lost Frances Kingman to the
Regular Course. That left only thirteen of us, but it has proved to be far from unlucky
for us.
The "weenie roast" and all the parties and receptions followed as usual. No initia-
tion or celebration at Hallowe'en, but we did have cider and doughnuts at the House
with a few other things. The last of November was marked by the "Mock Man"
Dance and the Harvard-Yale game. Mildred Evans helped Harvard win the honors
that year, with a score of 31-19.
December was filled with the Christmas Party and Christmas Dinner at the Voc.
House. December 24th found us on our way home for the holidays.
Back to Horace Mann Hall on January 4th, thus concluding our "house prac-
tice" days at the Voc. House. You left the house, too, not to live there again, so we
were happier at the dorm than we would have been at the Voc. House without you.
"Monsieur Beaucaire" appeared at this time and it was a great success.
February 12th marked the beginning of our special dinners. They are long to be
remembered! In April we began our observation trips to Boston and" Worcester and
Newton. May 14th was the day of the Faculty Tea at the House. The Vocational
Freshmen took part in the Stunt Show on May 15th, thus upholding our reputation.
The last of May was the time that you had all of the Voc. Sophs, at your house for
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luncheon and bridge. On May 23rd came the Sophomore Prom, later the memorable
trip to the Gilbrae Mills at Waltham.
June 9th marked the close of our Sophomore year.
We returned as Seniors September 16, 1926. It seemed almost like a strange
place. You were not here, Miss Weeks was away on a leave of absence, the Yoc. House
had been changed and several of the girls were away teaching or doing trade work. It
was hard to be divided up that way because we have always been noted for sticking
together, but of course we had to have our training. Miss Powers and Miss Kaiser had
charge of the Vocational House and we spent many pleasant hours in their classes.
Y. W. C. A. had a hike the first week end, then followed the usual receptions and
acquaintance parties. One of our girls, Josephine Pieper, is Senior President and several
of the other girls are on the Dial Staff. The result is that they have been kept hard at
work all year. In November the "Mock Man" Dance was in charge of "Peg" Harring-
ton and it was a great success. At the Harvard-Yale game this year Yale won after a
hard fight.
The Yoc. Seniors are in Peirce Hall this year, so they have had a good chance to
get to know their classmates—the Regular Seniors. We enjoy their help and friendli-
ness, which we do not get in other years.
The Christmas parties went off as usual this year, also the Christmas Banquet.
The school is working for Student Government and we have made leaps and bounds in
that direction this year, working up a system which should withstand the hard strain to
which we are putting it.
This year has been a continual change from teaching to trade work and back to
classes again. It has passed so quickly that we cannot realize where it has gone. The
months have swept along, with them earning our many week ends of fun, including
our Senior Prom in May. We have been so fortunate in being allowed a Prom every
year that we will remember them for a long time.
With the closing of this letter is the closing of our Framingham days. We are
living in the Past and Present. What the Future holds for us we cannot tell. Our
paths of Life will lead in many directions and through many storms, but always will
our hands and hearts turn back to our dear old Alma Mater.
In the Spirit of Framingham,
The Vocational Seniors.
Helen Moulton, Yoc. Historian.
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VOCATIONAL PROPHECY
THERE is something more depressing than inspiring about returning to the dear
old Alma Mater for one's tenth reunion. At least that was the thought in my
mind as we lifted our voices mightily in "Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here."
True, the gang was, very largely, all there, coming some of them from far off
points in order to once more tread the sacred corridors. I was pleasantly stirred at
meeting old classmates on the train and in the station.
Then somehow, somewhere, I lost my glad, careless rapture and settled down to
hearing what had happened in the past decade to the other twelve. Perhaps it vanished
in the pressure of events which crowded one another.
I will not endeavor to mention all that has happened in the past years, but just a
little reminder of what they each are doing now.
Mildred Evans, our famous athlete of old Harvard team, is teaching in a physical
education school in New York City. After leaving F. N. S. Mildred traveled all over
the eastern states, but has finally settled in New York.
Grace was unable to come to the reunion, as she is deep in politics in the State of
Michigan and the campaign of which she is the head has just started and she had to
be there. As she planned, she taught two years in Honolulu and returned to the States.
She married a professor of Michigan and is very happy.
After Jeannette left school she studied design in New York. You certainly have
heard of "Jeannette's Exclusive Gowns"? Well, our Jeannette is the originator of these
famous models. She has an adorable shop in New York City.
I have just heard that "Dot" was married while at school but kept it a secret until
her twenty-first birthday. She is living on the north shore and has a darling little
bungalow. She is very happy with "Bill" and Junior.
Gertrude has married a very wealthy broker and is living in Mount Vernon.
Gertrude only taught three years and is very busy now in her social life in New York.
Helen Baker, the girl who pledged to teach twenty years, only taught two, then
married a marvelous man. She is so happy in her little home near Boston with her two
boys. She is very active in the young people's work in the town and is president of the
women's club.
I was so glad to hear that Mary Mac. has met the Prince of Wales. He holds no
thrill for her any more. During Mary's teaching she went abroad and while traveling
in Wales met the Prince. Mary is now head of a lunch counter in a large school near
Newport, but she is to be married next year and expects to live near Boston.
"Marge" was married last month and is now on her honeymoon, touring Europe.
"Marge" has been very successful in her work and has started a big health program in
the schools of New Hampshire.
"Peg" has been a widow for the past two years. She taught one year in Fall River,
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then studied abroad. She is to make her debut on the American stage next season. Our
best wishes go to "Peg."
Josephine, our capable classmate, is head of the Vocational Department in the
Quincy schools. She has been there three years. She is just the same happy-go-lucky
girl of 1926.
Myrtle never taught, although for three years she was county agent in Hampden
County. Her three children keep her busy, yet she still continues to do club work.
Helen Moulton has her M.A. degree from Columbia and has been studying in
Oxford. She is now experimenting on some chemical and she expects to have it before
the public soon. Helen has been teaching in the University of Chicago and is soon to
marry the head of the Mathematics department there. We all know she will be happy.
While I am the joint owner with Fanny Farmer of a chain of candy stores all over
the United States. Of our "57 Varieties" the most famous is "Temple's Tempting
Taffy," of which you have all partaken.
And now that everyone of our "lucky thirteen" has been accounted for, I will say
"sign off," with the hope that the next ten years will find us all as happily situated
when we account for ourselves at the reunion at our Alma Mater next time.
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VOCATIONAL WILL
To Miss Powers we leave next year's Laundry Class, in hope that they will get
there in time.
To Miss Kaiser we leave the problem of finding room for all of the Sophomores to
cook in the Vocational House.
To Miss MacDonald we leave the Vocational Corridor, in hopes that the Voca-
tional Seniors of next year will follow the good examples that we have set.
To the Vocational Corridor of next year we leave an extension telephone to
Crocker pay station, so that Peirce Hall office will have a year's rest.
We leave Jeannette Johnson's line to Clara Brooks, in hopes that her results are as
good as Jeannette's.
We leave Mae Temple's sylph figure to Margaret Harris.
To Ruth Wagner we leave Mildred Evans' good disposition.
To Mary O'Brien we leave the ability of writing as many letters as did Dot
Lawson.
We leave Gert Rogers' ability to get her work in on time to Helen McDonnell.
Helen Baker's position as faculty bluffer to Mary C. Smith.
Josephine Pieper's natural neatness to Peg Teller.
To Rachel Herrig we leave Grace Copeland's figure, the envy of all the Vocs.
Mary MacDonald's bridge table we leave to the Degree Seniors of next year, for
the sole purpose of creating an interest in Priscilla.
We leave Jack Smith's ability to sing on Marge Breglio's Pal Victrola to Misses
Pinney and O'Brien, two of his ardent admirers.
We leave Helen Moulton's power of going home week ends and still getting her
work done to Freddie MacAleer.
To Anna Shea we leave some of the good Sunday nite feeds that Myrtle Files has
often enjoyed.
Margaret Harrington's jolly laugh to Barbara Tracy.
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HALL OF FAME-DEGREE SENIORS
Prettiest? "Al" Saunders takes the beauty
prize, with Mary Walsh a close second.
Cutest? "Dot" Gaffey holds this title.
Most Businesslike? Mary Scanlan can't be
beat here.
Takes Life Lightest? "Dot" Gaffey wins by
a majority vote.
Takes Life Most Seriously? Edith Forbes is
class representative, but Louise Cotter was a
close second.
Best Sense of Humor? Mary Walsh takes
the cake, with Eileen Whalen a close com-
petitor.
Best Dancer? "Gert" Blakney wears the
crown, of course.
Heaviest Llne? Eileen Whalen won all the
votes here.
Most Popular? We have great pleasure in
bestowing this honor on Leila Anderson.
Most Popular with the Faculty? The
faculty adores our class
!
Best Xatured? "Effie" Goddard and Leila
Anderson are still competing for this honor.
Quietest? Marie Rideout picks up the mar-
bles here, but Anna McAndrews scores here
also.
Best Athlete? Again it is a toss-up. this
time between Faith Taylor and Ruth Hook.
Daintiest? Marie Rideout scores first, fol-
lowed by a tie between Alice Haskell and
Ethelyn Haslam.
H\s Done the Most for Framingham ? This
vote revealed two candidates, but Faith
Taylor won out, with Agnes Freyer a close
second.
Most Capable? "Effie" Goddard knows just
how to do things right. She has a landslide
of votes.
Most Individual? All the laurels go to Rosa-
monde Cyr.
Most Conscientious? Did Ethelyn Haslam
ever fail to have her little list "Things to
Do"?
Best Dresser? Rosamonde Cyr is there with
the goods from Paris, and "Gert" Blakney is
"A Well-Dressed Woman."
Our Young Intellectual? Elizabeth Mac-
Millan surely features here.
Friendliest? Leila Anderson can "toot" for
being the most friendly. Edith Van Ider-
stein comes second.
Best Bluffer? Eileen Whalen takes the cake.
but must share a piece with "AT' Saunders.
Asks the Most Questions? Ruth Hook
walks off with this honor, with Ruth Carl-
son following closely.
Most Accommodating? "Terry" Cashen's
room is a regular class parking space, but
Lillian Morse and Hazel Byam follow close
behind her in being obliging.
Most Likely to Succeed? Again "Effie"
Goddard comes into the limelight.
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HALL OF FAME-REGULAR SENIORS
Has Done Most for F. N. S.? The class be-
stows this worthy honor equally upon Helen
Sundquist and Susan Ballou.
Prettiest? Nellie McDermott has been ac-
claimed winner of this much to be desired
tribute.
Cutest? Mae Kelley takes the lead, with
Mary Ladd a short distance behind.
Most Businesslike? Ann Allstrin simply
radiates business efficiency. Helen Richard-
son also deserves mention.
Takes Life Lightest? Rita Richards will
always be our conception of one who would
never worry.
Takes Life Most Seriously? Time alone will
prove whether Dorothy Cain or Julia Roper
is the most serious minded.
Best Sense of Humor? The class couldn't
decide whether Margaret Fitzgerald or Mary
Cullen has made us laugh most often. They
both have played the role of Class Jester to
perfection.
Best Dancer? Gentlemen, we present Mildred
Urquhart
!
Heaviest Line? Muriel Jenner wins with a
large majority.
Most Popular? Judging from the variety of
opinions this honor is to be divided. Those
receiving the largest share are Peg May,
Helen Sundquist, and Eleanor Merrill.
Best Dresser? Ruth Dwyer is in the lead in
this exciting race, being followed by Nellie
McDermott and Doris Tripp.
Best Natured? Mary Cullen stands alone as
the winner in this competition, so far does
she outrun her many competitors.
Quietest? Will Ruth Moss ever speak up?
We wonder.
Daintiest? "She was loved for her dainty
ways." So we can say of Peg O'Hara.
Best Athlete? We stopped counting Edith
Deplitch's votes—the honors are all hers.
Most Capable? These laurels are divided
somewhat equally between Ethel Tuohy,
Susan Ballou, and Ann Allstrin.
Most Individual? A cloudburst of votes for
Muriel Jenner.
Most Conscientious? We are sure that the
faculty will agree with us that Elsie Par-
menter deserves this honor.
Most Popular with Faculty? We wonder
—
does the faculty rush Eleanor Merrill and
Ann Allstrin or is it vice versa?
Our Young Intellectual? Attention! Salute
our leaders—Susan Ballou and Margaret
McGuire!
Most Noisy in the "Dorm"? Why, Peg May,
of course
!
Always Late? We never expect Eunice Terry
until about the middle of class.
Our Hidden Genius? Three cheers for Peg
Costello
!
Friendliest? Such a line of candidates!
Alma Wagner, Helen Toomey and Elsie Par-
menter seem to be the survivors.
Best Bluffer? The class is of one opinion
here, and that is Louise McKenney.
Asks Most Questions? There was no need to
ask this question—Evelyn Levi was sure to
star here.
Most Accommodating? Elsie Parmenter fea-
tures again.
Most Likely to Succeed? There's very little
doubt about Susan Ballou's future success.
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VOCATIONAL HALL OF FAME
Prettiest? Mae and Dot seem to share the
honors, but Dot wins out by several votes.
Cutest? Here again Dot shines, winning by a
close margin with Joey.
Conscientious? Gertrude has a clean sweep
of votes this time.
Sense of Humor? We all seem to think we
have "it," but the majority rules, and Helen
Moulton takes the cake.
Best Dancer, Best Dresser goes to Jeannette,
by all means.
Heaviest Line? Marge and Jeannette are
rivals for this honor, but the prize goes to
Jeannette.
Most Popular? Who but "Joey" could cap-
ture this?
Best Natured ? "Mil" sure walks off with this
title.
Quietest? Again "Joey" and "Dot" are at
the head, but the votes are equally divided
for both.
Daintiest? "Peg" claims to be the recipient.
Best Athlete? Once more "Mil" is in the
limelight.
Has Done Most for F. N. S.? All of us!
Most Capable? Mae, Myrt and Helen are
contestants for this, all with the same num-
ber of votes.
Most Individual? "Joey," of course.
Most Businesslike? "Marge," by all means.
Most Popular with Faculty? Gertrude gets
a shower of votes for this.
Young Intellectual? It goes without say-
ing that Grace has this honor.
Most Noisy in Dorm? Mary, this seems to
be a landslide vote for you!
Always Late? Here we have Grace and Mary-
contesting, but Mary wins by several votes.
Hidden Genius? Grace and Helen M. stand
in line for this.
Friendliest? Several are featured for this,
but Mary Mac comes out on top.
Best Bluffer? Helen Baker.
Most Accommodating? Grace Copeland seems
to have it.
Asks Most Questions? Even tie for Helen
Baker and Grace.
Most Likely to Succeed? Mae and "Myrt"
sure deserve this landslide vote.
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JUNIOR CLASS
We are the merry Juniors,
And we live in Crocker Hall.
We weren't allowed to have a prom.
But "that's" not worst of all.
We have to wash the dishes
And we have to clean the sink
;
We have to scrape the carrots,
And give the plants a drink.
Just another line or two,
In case you may forget
Those happy hours of teaching
And the problems we have met.
Stormy days were greeted
By all the teaching force,
'Cause then the little Buick
Was left at home, of course.
And now about our social life,
We all join in to say
That dances aren't the only way
To keep our spirits gay.
For once we had a party,
It was in the attic bare,
And in the midst of many tales
Two ghosts came, unaware.
We must forget our work at times
And think of all our fun:
So how about our "red caps"
And the games that we have won.
Now that our little tale is told
And the year is nearing its end,
We hope that the name of Juniors
Will stand for the symbol "Friend.
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CJ
SOPHOMORE CLASS
BACK from a glorious summer, with new interests and enthusiasm for lesson plans
and yearly projects.
Some of our stored up energy came out in the form of mild hazing of those
"Frosh," to whose lot fell first floor Horace Mann.
For tennis, hockey and basketball the class showed promise of great results, which
were realized in Harvard-Yale and class teams, showing ability and loyalty on the part
of all those who came out for practice. Although we had to strive hard to uphold our
last year's record, we are still carrying the class championship in basketball.
Our social whirl, though limited, taking the form of Hallowe'en and Christmas
parties in Horace Mann, served to liven up week ends on the hill.
It was not all play—there were the nerve-racking luncheons; the exciting event
of waiting on table in Crocker; and our "little problems," that caused much rushing on
the part of all concerned. Above all the "dorm'' rang incessantly with that echoing cry
of Chem!
We must not forget our class rings, which are so vastly different from any the
school has ever had. "Golly, girls, you see"—they are individual and we're out to
uphold their standards to the last best of our ability.
Veda Leonard, Secretary.
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ENTERING CLASS
FTER three long months of uncertainty, slippery floors, mysterious tunnels and
seemingly long lessons, we finally became organized. There was much ado
about election, which resulted in the following:
Florence Wheeler President
Mary Lynch Vice-President
Elizabeth Eaton Secretary
Maida Pratt Treasurer
Our homesickness was carefully nursed and almost cured by the Senior sisters
and upper classmen, who gave us valuable and much needed advice. (?)
Nor were we slow about taking part in activities, as was shown by the Harvard-
Yale teams.
We were quite shy until we started the ball rolling by preparations for a Freshman
Social. We feel we must have startled the school with our daring enterprise.
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STIDENT GOVERJNMENT
FINE ARTS CLUB
THE DIAL
PRESIDING OFFICERS OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT COUNCIL
Principal
. .
Dr. Chalmers President
Dean
. . . Miss Savage Secretary
Faculty Representative Miss Armstrong Treasurer
Student Representative Mr. Workman
MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
Class Presidents
Degree . Leila Anderson
Josephine Piepep.
Frances Smith
Senior
Junior
House Presidents
Peirce ....
Horace Mann
Crocker
Vocational
Representative of Commuters
Village Representatives
First Year Students
Fourth Year Students
Freshman H. A. Representative
Regular Junior Representative
Sophomore Representative
H. A. Junior Representative
.
Senior Representative
Sophomore
Freshman
Helen Sundquist
Helen Hale
Gladys Pickard
Lucy Shepard
Florence Wheeler
Grace Dean
Veda Leonard
Mary Smith
HlLDRETH DURFEE
Eleanor Merrill
Anne Merrill
Alice Haskell
Althea Ware
Margaret Schofield
Doris Graham
Lemabel Campbell
Alma Wagner
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OUR Normal School feels justly proud of its many organizations. Each student
follows out her particular interest in Religion, the Arts, or Athletics by becom-
ing a member of the organization stressing one of these fields. But in order
that each of these may be interrelated, in order that each student may strive towards
one high goal, in order that each student may be made to feel that the prosperity of
the school is in her hands, the Student Government Association came into being.
Formerly the Teacher-Student Council was the governing medium of the student body.
In the spring of 1925, however, members of this Council, feeling that its power was so
restricted as to fail to embrace many phases which students might well manage them-
selves, started a movement for the revision of this government system. A committee of
faculty and students was chosen to draw up a new constitution.
Many hours and much careful thought were required to accomplish this end. Next,
the council for this association was elected by the student body—a council large
enough to represent the entire school.
This new system is yet in its infancy, yet its accomplishments are not few. The
revision of the dormitory House Rules may be mentioned as one of importance. At the
President's request meetings are held at which timely matters of importance to students
and school are brought before the Council by its members, the students' representatives.
Each student is a member of the Association and should feel herself a part of this
working body.
The permanent success of the system, both as an individual aid and an accom-
plishment for the entire school, depends upon the cooperation of each student who is
worthy to accept the benefits of Framingham.
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Lemabel Campbell
Helen Baker .
Louise McKenney
Ruth Sutherland
Ruth Hook
FIXE ARTS CLUB
Officers
. President
Vice President
. Secretary
. Treasurer
Chairman of Dramatics
WE started the year with a very successful masquerade ball which brought outall the new members as well a? the old. Prizes were awarded for the most
artistically dressed and funniest dressed couples.
Informal meetings, a novelty, were held twice in Crocker parlors. There were
readings from some of our best authors by the president and members of the club, and
light refreshments were served. These meetings were greatly enjoyed by those fortu-
nate enough to be present.
In January the Fine Arts Club presented a fashion show, and Miss Harriet Ains-
worth of Filene's gave a lecture on "Personality and Dress." Filene's supplied the
gowns and our own girls acted as very charming models. This was one of the most
worth while and interesting events of the year.
February brought us Mrs. James Hopkins, who has spoken here in former years
and whom we are always anxious to hear again. She told us many interesting tales and
legends about the Mediterranean countries which she illustrated with lantern slides.
Cyrus Dallin is our promised speaker for April and we look forward with great
pleasure to hearing him.
"Mice and Men," a charming comedy about 18th century England, is well under
way and will be given May 14.
We have had an interesting and profitable year and have enjoyed the varied pro-
gram planned to suit every member of the club.
Louise McKenney, Secretary of Fine Arts.
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FRAMIXGHAM MUSICAL CLUBS
Officers
rosamonde cyr
Faith Taylor .
Lillian Richardson .
Helen Sundquist
Frances Andrews
E. Callahan
Frederick W. Archibald
Frederick W. Ried
Rose Canning .
Gladys Pickard
Eleanor Tracy .
YlOLETTE GADENDOF .
. President
. Treasurer
. Secretary
Business Manager
. Librarian
Assistant Librarian
Leader of Glee Club
. Faculty Advisor
Leader of Orchestra
Leader of Mandolin Club
Pianist
. Assistant Pianist
FOR the success of the Musical Clubs this year we thank, first, our leader, Mr.
Archibald ; and second, our faculty advisor, Mr. Ried. Last but not least, to the
student body, faculty, and friends we extend our appreciation for their support.
As usual, the Glee Club ushered in the musical program of the year by singing at
chapel exercises.
A musical hour was given at Christmas. The Glee Club with its carols, the
orchestra with its appropriate selection, and Mr. Archibald with his solos, all con-
tributed to the general Yuletide cheer.
Santa Claus brought to the school our Orthophonic Yictrola, and through the
efforts of the Clubs and school support a worthy start was made toward establishing a
library of records.
Under the auspices of the Clubs a very successful concert was given by the Brown
University Musical Clubs in February.
Again the support of the students made possible the opportunity of hearing out-
side talent. In February Myrtle Jordan gave an illustrated lecture on ail-American
music.
In March, the climax of the year for the Clubs, was given the annual concert by
the combined clubs. A week later our Clubs were the guests of the Salem Musical
Organization and, through cooperation on the part of all the members, a most success-
ful joint concert was given at the Salem Normal School.
We extend to next year's organization our best wishes for a year of success.
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COMMUTERS' CLUB
THE Commuters' Club has taken its place among the other societies of the school.
This is due partly to the efforts of the commuters themselves, but mostly to the
cooperation and aid that the entire school has given us. The school spirit has
been much in evidence this year among the members of the club and has shown itself
in the way that the girls have entered into the school activities.
We were guests of Mrs. Chalmers and Dean Savage at an informal tea in Horace
Mann Hall in October. About 110 commuters were present, this being the largest
number of commuters ever before gathered together socially in the history of the school.
When the Harvard and Yale game came ten Senior Commuters were made very
happy by being able to participate in the banquet in Feirce Hall. This was the first
time Commuters have gone to the banquet.
Our lunch room is growing, thanks to the Degree Seniors, Dean Savage and the
teamwork of our own girls. We have organized a candy store this year, the candy
being sold immediately after lunch. It has been more than successful.
We have had many opportunities to show our good fellowship when trouble has
come to the lives of several of our girls.
In the course of a few weeks we are giving a cabaret with a musical comedy, to
which we hope everyone will come in order that we may put it across.
Last, but not least, we have our constitution committee and they will soon put a
completed constitution into our hands. Then—watch us grow!
Eleanor Merrill.
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Faith Taylor ......... President
Valerie La Mountain ....... Secretary
Edith Deplitch ........ Treasurer
Lucy Shepard ........ Vice President
THE Athletic Association made its first debut this year with a grand mass meeting
in the gym, where the captains and committees were elected by the Harvard and
Yale supporters. Team practice, cheer practice and other preparations for the
game were soon in humming order, before we knew it the glorious event came and
was over.
Hockey and Soccer. This year two new games were added to our athletic activi-
ties, hockey and soccer. The pioneer players in these games took part in many inter-
esting matches in spite of the mud which flew before each hockey stick and each
attempt to kick the soccer ball.
Tennis. Even though the H and Y preparations, the hockey and the soccer games
were in full swing, the old tennis court was always in use. Toward the end of the fall
season the doubles tournament was played off.
Class Basketball. Next to the H and Y games the class games rank in interest and
enthusiasm. The games this year seemed unusually interesting and snappy, the final
results being as follows: Sophomores first, Seniors second, then Juniors, Freshmen, and
Degree Seniors.
Volley Ball. Division teams in volley ball have been formed and so far quite a few
division games have been played.
Last Year Events
Class Baseball. The class baseball games revealed the fact that the boys weren't
the only ones who could "sock'' a baseball. These games were very exciting in spite of
high scores. The class of '26-'28 came out as victors.
Field Day. Contrary to the usual custom, field day dawned bright and clear. The
old tower must have enjoyed the pretty scene enacted at its feet. It was a scene of
laughing, merry girls, a swarm of white middies dotted on the green, made still more
attractive by the flashing brightness of the class colors. The final results were: class
of '26-'28 first, with the class of '2 7 a close second.
High Awards. The closing work of the A. A. is the awarding of the high honors
to those girls who have participated in enough sports and athletic activities to earn 250
points. Last year the following girls reached this standard: Alice Billings, Nellie
Doneilo, Elsie Erhart, Mildred Evans, Helen Findlen, Mary Ingraham, Sue Marshall,
Alice Mason, Nettie Simmons.
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Officers of Homf Economics Club
Elizabeth MacMillax ......... President
Louise Kennedy .......... Vice President
Mary Scanlan ........... Secretary
Faith Goddard ........... Treasurer
THE STUDENT HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
OUR student organization has successfully completed its second year. The Stu-
dent Home Economics Club was organized at Framingham in the fall of 1924.
The purpose of the club is to acquaint the students of the two upper classes of
the Vocational and Household Arts courses with the advantages of their professional
association, so that they will have an active interest in the Home Economics Associa-
tions in whatever field they choose to enter after graduation.
Our Club is affiliated with the State, the Xew England, and the American Home
Economics Associations. We have been represented at the National Association meet-
ing at San Francisco last summer, the State Association meeting at Mount Holyoke in
the fall, the spring meeting at Worcester, and at all the meetings of the Xew England
Association during the year.
The Club began its activities for the year 1925-1926 with a social get-together of
the old and new members in Crocker parlors. Miss Freyer gave a most interesting
report of the Xational Association meeting at San Francisco, and Miss Scanlan reported
on the fall meeting of the State Association at Mount Holyoke College. At one of our
later monthly meetings Miss Goddard told the members of the Club about her exten-
sion work in Vermont. In the spring Miss Frances Stern of the Boston Dispensary
gave an interesting talk about her nutrition work at the dispensary. The Club was
extremely fortunate in securing Mr. Alton Briggs as the speaker at our school assembly
meeting.
The Club has become interested in the home economics work which is being done
at the Girls' Industrial School, Columbia, South Carolina. We have sent a box con-
taining material and books as awards to encourage the work of the girls. We hope that
our club will continue to help in the worth while work of this southern school.
The members of the Club wish to thank our faculty and guests for their hearty and
helpful cooperation. To our new members we wish success in the future work of the
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LEXD-A-HAXD CLUB
"Look up and not down.
Look foncard and not back,
Look out and not in—
Lend-a-Hand."
TUESDAY of each week dawns with a special joy for the girls of Lend-a-Hand.
It is a day when we are welcomed by our leader, Miss Perry, whose wonderful
personality shines forth with every greeting and handshake.
Our meetings are held in the "Lighthouse," where we are inspired to be all that
the name signifies, and where we in turn aspire to radiate gleams of joy and service.
They hold varied interests for us. Once a month an outside speaker comes to us; at
another meeting Miss Perry gives us an interesting book review; then we always have
a Current Events meeting which keeps us in touch with the world's activities; and
lastly comes the one which holds the interest of every girl, the Question-box meeting.
At this time Miss Perry helps us to solve our many questions and problems of life as
time and experience present them.
With minds thus alert our fingers are also busy sewing tiny garments for layettes,
which are sent to the Boston hospitals. At Christmas time we dress dolls, attempting
to help make happy the hearts of poor children. We are also proud to support a room
in the Framingham Hospital, and to send money for Dr. Grenfell's mission. These are
but some of our "gleams" of helpfulness.
Sunday afternoons offer to all girls of the school social enjoyment and a happy-
gathering place at the "Lighthouse."
It is what we receive and, in turn, what we give that brings us joy. "Through
love to light, through light, oh God, to Thee."
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THE GIRLS' FRIENDLY SOCIETY
Miss Grace B. Gardner
Mrs. Ethel R. Brown
Edwina Burgin .
Dorothy Miskelly
Margaret May .
Alice Haskell .
Mary Cullen .
. President
. Treasurer
. Secretary
Missions Head
Holiday House Head
Social Service Head
. Literature Head
THE Girls' Friendly Society at Framingham is now three years old. This past
year has been very successful and we are looking forward to another such year.
Each week we gc to the home of Mrs. Brown, our friend and associate. It is a
great pleasure to get away from school life and enjoy the "Friendly" hour.
At the first meeting of every month we have our service, at which we have as
speaker a clergyman of one of the near-by parishes. During Lent we do missionary
work. This Christmas we went down to the "Home for the Aged" and entertained the
ladies with carols and selections on the piano and xylophone. Each lady was given a
handkerchief and card.
The three big events of the year are the birthday party, the Admission Service,
when the probationers become members, and the Annual May Tea, which is held in
Boston. The latter is for all G. F. S. girls of the diocese of Massachusetts.
Any girl in the school is welcome to become a member and we hope that all
G. F. S. members will join our branch.
Our motto, "Bear Ye One Another's Burdens," expresses the aim and ideal of the
Girls' Friendly Society.
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OFFICERS OF Y. W. C. A.
Corinne Wilbur
Ann Allstrin
President
Vice President
Edwina Burotn
.
Gladys Proctor
.
Margaret May
Edith Deplitch .
Helen Hale
Grace Copeland .
Elizabeth MacMillan
Rosamond Tatro .
Doris Graham
Dorothy Waterman
Chairman
Alice Haskell . . . Secretary
Helen Baker . . . Treasurer
Chairman Conference Committee
Chairman Finance Committee
Chairman Activities Committee
Chairman Program Committee
.
Chairman Music Committee
World Fellowship and Rural Committee
Chairman Social Service Committee
Sub Cabinet Advisor
Sub Cabinet Advisor
. Sub Cabinet President
Y. W. C. A.
"They might not need me,
Yet they might ;
I'll let my heart be just in sight.
A smile so small as mine might be
Exactly their necessity."
THE Y. W. C. A., since its organization in 1917 as one of our school activities,
has tried to bring students together and furnish a fellowship that will last
throughout the school years.
In cooperation with the A'Kempis Club an Acquaintance Party was given in the
Assembly Hall early in the year. This is an annual event and gives the new girls an
opportunity to become acquainted with the upper classmen.
Our Membership and Finance drive came shortly after the Acquaintance Party.
Then came our "Candlelight Service." It is something that will be remembered by
every Y. W. girl. It is the welcoming of the new members in the association. Each
girl was given a white taper and at the close of the service each candle was lit and the
girls, about 300 in all, went from the hall singing "Follow the Gleam."
The Christmas Bazaar came next, with its gifts and entertainment. It was a great
success and the money received will help greatly in sending some of our girls to Maqua.
Cabinet has met each Monday, with the exception of two months used for the
discussions and debate on the World Court. These meetings have been to discuss
problems and business matters of the organization, but more especially to discuss sub-
jects of interest to us all. These discussions are open to all members of the association
and we hope that next year there will be greater participation at these cabinet meetings.
Delegates have been sent to the Conferences at Northfield and Swampscott and
have brought back to us some fine ideas.
Our Sunday evening Vesper Services have also been a source of inspiration to us
all. It is a time when all may come and find quiet rest and help for the coming week.
Let us not omit the Sub Cabinet or Freshman Commission, whose fine cooperation
has enabled us to accomplish more this year.
We hope that Y. W. has helped you this year. We want your help and your
suggestions to make it mean more next year and the years to come. To those who
graduate we hope you will carry away with you the "fellowship spirit" of the
Y. W. C. A.
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SNATCHES OF MAQUA
(with apologies to Kipling's "If")
If you can close your eyes and dream a dream so lovely
Of birches white and sparkling waters blue,
If you can see a campus dotted over with snow-white tents
—
Recreational Hall and Lodge, too;
If you can see a grove, a lantern blinking thru the darkness,
Soft voices talking over the dav's work and play,
And then dark shadows moving, and hear a laugh,
A shout "Good night,'' a loon calling weirdly from the lakeside,
And draw the blankets up around you
And shiver with a little thrill of delight
;
If you can wake up early in the morning
For a dip in water so icy in the morn,
Can hear the bell toll out for morning worship,
Slip from your wet suit—middy and knickers to don
;
If you can bow your head in silent worship,
Your heart so full of gladness, love and song
That only God can understand your feelings
And your happiness on this warm, cheer)' morn;
If you can rise, can go to breakfast, can discuss
The questions of your nation, home and friends,
And find some help, some friendship
From your leaders who do so want to help;
If you can sing at twilight on the landing,
Can see the lake, the hillside fade to lovely pink and blue,
Can hear the swishing of the water on the boats tied now securely to the dock,
And twilight steals upon you as "I Follow the Gleam"' echoes from shore to shore,
If you have seen and heard and done these things just so,
I'm not very good at guessing, but there's one thing-
-
You're a Maqua girl, I know.
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A'KEMPIS CLUB
Officers
Rev. Michael O'Connor
Mary Josephine Bleakie
MarvC. Smith, '27 .
E. Callahan, '27
Louise Kennedy, '2 7 .
Rose Canning, '26
Mary MacDonald, '26
Chaplain
A dviser
. President
1 'ice President
. Secretary
. Treasurer
Federation Delegate
THE year 1925-26 in the A'Kempis Club was marked with a success distinctly
outdistancing that of previous years. No sooner had the fall term opened than
the club began to function. The first event was an "Acquaintance Party,"
which was held to welcome the new members, and its success was so pronounced that it
proved '26 to he living up to the best tradition of previous years.
A tea for the new members was the next activity planned by A'Kempis and was
held early in October. This, too, was a huge success, as far as can be judged by the
enthusiastic approval bestowed on it by all who attended.
With the coming of the new year A'Kempis held its first Communion Breakfast,
and later, when the New England Federation of Catholic Clubs convened, the club
was represented by a delegate.
Throughout the year the spirit and interest manifested by the members was
excellent and their hearty cooperation in all the above mentioned undertakings, as well
as in several bridge parties which A'Kempis sponsored, was the chief factor in making
the year 1925-1926 one of the most successful years that the club has experienced.
Louise Kennedy, Secretary.
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Things To ^member While at F. N. S.
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5 VLE TEAM
HARVARD TEAM
THE DIAL
YALE TEAM
Helen Sundquist, 1. forward
Valerie La Mountain, j. center
Lucy Shepard, r. forward
Ruth Sutherland, 1. guard
Edith Deplitch, side center
Minnie Henry, r. guard
HARVARD TEAM
Ruth Hook, 1. guard
Mildred Evans, jumping center
Madeline Munroe, side center
Mary Loyett, r. guard
Ruth Crawford, r. forward
Ida Griff, 1. forward
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HARVARD-YALE GAME
SATURDAY, November 21, 1925, the day of the big game, dawns bright and clear.
All is hustle and bustle in the dormitories. Clipping and snipping, cutting and
stitching costumes, every girl is happy and busy. Cheers, yells and bursts of song
echo through the corridors. After lunch, suppressed excitement, as a calm before a
storm, settles over each and every one.
Then the last mad rush over to the Gym ! Harvard in their vivid red and Yale in
striking blue make a colorful picture. It is Harvard's year to form first. With "Peg"
leading, to the tune of "Veritas March," "Two Hundred Girls of Harvard" make a
striking scene on the old floor. Now Yale has formed her "Y." They pause for a
second, then with a wild scamper break ranks and crowd against the wall.
Shrilly the whistle sounds! Silence! The game is on! Hurrah! Now the ball is
down to the Harvard forwards. Breathlessly we watch while the struggle goes on.
Now the ball is tossed into the air, first down to Harvard's basket, now to Yale's.
Basket! Hooray! Two points for Yale. Now Harvard has scored ! Frantic cheering
!
The ball flies, passed, one would think, by magic hands, so quickly it is caught—only
to be hurled again into the air to the ultimate goal, the basket. Whistle! One quarter
gone! Tie score 11-11. Hear them shout! The deafening noise shuts out every
other sound, so great is the excitement. The referee's whistle is drowned and it takes
some time to bring order out of chaos. Such brilliant, spectacular playing by both
sides! Such steady hands and cool heads! Who would dare say what team will win?
Quarter up! Dead silence! Score 19-13 in favor of Yale. With banners waving,
the Harvard girls, nothing daunted, cheer their faithful team on towards victory, while
the Yale supporters cheer with bursting throats. "Lene" with her bulldog and "Peg"
with mascot, vie with each other in bringing down the walls about our ears, so earnestly
do they strive to make the most noise. Now the teams are on the floor again. Timers
ready! Scorers ready! The third quarter has begun
!
All eyes are on the ball—did you ever see such teamwork, such passing! Another
basket—Yale still ahead. What! Another quarter gone! Score! Score! Yale 28-
Harvard 25. The last quarter passes with bewildering quickness. The minutes fly by
as seconds and before we know it the game is over. Yale wins 40-33
!
With a last mad cheer the crowd disperses to talk over the game and to wait for
the dance to be held in the Assembly Hall at 4 p.m. for all students and alumnae.
Bits of conversation flung about by passing girls catch my attention. "Harvard's
teamwork—wasn't it great! " "Yale's pass work—wonderful! " "Going to the dance?"
"Good time?" "Sure!" "I'm so excited I could shout!" "Well, I couldn't, I haven't
any voice left!" "Don't think I'll ever be able to shout again."
"S'long, see you at the banquet tonight."
E. Deplitch.
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CROCKER HALL
Mary C. Smith, House President
As the leaves were turning gold and red
In September's amber light,
'Twas toward Crocker Hall we quickly sped
After a summer of delight.
Our first thought was of the attic
And of the "stores" it held therein
;
Our steps toward there were frantic,
Each the best furniture to win.
When each girl was satisfied
That her room held but the best,
We all settled down to unpacking
And finished with a zest.
The House Practice girls found various friends
In their trips about the hall;
They learned to use "'powder" of a different blend
To catch them "large and small."
On Hallowe'en eve we all were glad
When refreshments of cider and doughnuts were had;
We played games and bobbed for apples, too,
But we'll never forget the "Shooting of Dan McGrew."
Xmas time we all were gay,
Some of the gifts were useful, we'll say;
Flowers for Peg, and a rest for Lee
Were among those found on the Xmas tree.
Back again from our vacation
We worked as never before,
All for our own Education,
And some thought it a terrible bore.
In the darkness and stillness one night
We were awakened in a terrible fright;
We slammed down the windows and dashed for the door,
Oh, that the fire bell would never ring more.
With all these sweet memories of the past year
Within old Crocker's wall,
There is one we hold most dear,
Our loving friend, Miss Hall.
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PEIRCE HALL
Grace Dean, House President
Let me tell you a tale—oft told before
—
Of a Hall on Normal Hill,
The hall which many a Senior Class
Has loved and always will.
The good times we've had there are countless, it seems,
And though it's not a Hall of Fame
It's been our home for nine months past,
Yes, Peirce Hall is it's name.
Now whether a dorm is a home all depends
On the matrons—not wholly ?—at least, then, in part,
And the reason why Peirce has become "home" to us
Is because in this matter we've had a head start!
For "Miss Mac" and Miss Marshall have always been true
To the standards of Peirce and to every girl, too.
This accounts for the spirit so friendly and gay
Which has marked the Peirce girls both at work and at play.
Oh, the memories are many, the memories are fond,
Which we take with us, going from Peirce Hall today
;
We'll remember our house meetings many and long,
As well as our parties (by midnight) so gay,
Our "kid parties," too, and our Christmas tree tall,
Whose branches were laden with presents for all.
Do you wonder—as these thoughts come back one by one
—
That we're sad when we know our Peirce Hall davs are done?
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HORACE MANN HALL
Veda Leonard, House, President
IN
the spring of 1925 the members of the Freshman class met for the important occa-
sion of choosing their rooms for the coming year, which would be in Horace Mann
Hall. After we drew our number we went through the "dorm," trying to locate our
rooms where we would spend our "leisur" hours.
In the fall our first house meeting was an informal greeting to us by Miss Robbins,
our matron, and Miss Savage, our Dean, which enabled us to feel more at home in the
strange new life that was to be ours for the coming year.
There were many good times among the large "family" of Horace Mann. The
Hallowe'en party was the first of its kind in the "dorm," and we had a good time, even
to the extent of ducking for apples. Our next big party "was at Christmas. We had a
Santa and gifts for each, with luscious refreshments.
It has been a great pleasure as well as a privilege to have the Dean and our faith-
ful nurse live in the same house with us. They were so very kind and willing to help
and guide us through the many troubles that we had.
Although our work in the school kept us "on the jump," we always found time
for the gay and carefree hours that one must have. I am sure, as we leave Horace
Mann Hall, we can carry away many sweet memories of the happy days spent within
her walls.
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VOCATIONAL HOUSE
Hildreth Durfek, House President
ON October 13 we received word from headquarters to pack and prepare to moveto the Vocational House. We did pack, but alas, it was a false alarm! Very
inconsiderate of that furnace to wait until we packed before breaking! With
the cooperation of Mr. Johnson and the men the furnace was soon in working order
and we were able to move into our new home the following week.
We did not begin house practice immediately, but we all looked forward to the
time when we would start. At last our fated time arrived and for nine weeks we were
busy planning, cooking, serving meals, and keeping our house in Al order. At the end
of this time we departed, leaving the house in the capable hands of Group No. II.
Tilings Worth Remembering:
The night the mouse was caught in "Jo's" bed.
Miss Kaiser's Costume the night of the Hallowe'en Party.
Miss Power's window when we were practicing the Charleston.
The Lady Bugs in Room II.
The cheese biscuits with only 10 T. of B. P.
The Fuller Brush Man and Mrs. Kaiser.
The concerts rendered by "Shorty."
In general the good times we had at 56 Maple Street.
THE HUNT HOUSE
Stop! Look, girls! Here's where we had our memorable freshman year. Remem-
ber Christmas Eve when we had our party? I wonder if Mrs. Hunt will be equally as
generous next year as she was this year? Perhaps she will allow them to stay up and
listen to the Christmas singers. Remember those sweet little cherished darlings that
used to come visiting our waste baskets, and how we used to use the brooms to them?
Remember that bathroom and the scalding hot water we always had? And you girls
on third, do you ever think of those soda crackers and that cocoa, and the way those
two beds fit together, or the light cut we had at the end of the first semester? Though
we'll forget many things, I know we'll always remember the "Hunt House on the Hill."
MRS. JOHN COLLINS—176 STATE STREET
It will ever hold pleasant memories of that cheerful voice calling "Everybody in?"
Will Mary and Lois ever forget the night of the storm and their feast, or the numerous
fluffy biscuits, or the many gigantic baked potatoes that found their way upstairs? Do
Mrs. MacLear's girls remember the banana and the package delivered by a Freshman?
It was fun to watch Degree Seniors shovel snow, and did they know they were being
watched? Here is wishing them the best of luck next year.
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MOORE'S— 15 MAPLE STREET
Just we two roomed together in a Sunbeam Bungalow, to us the "supremest"
abode in the village without exception. Ask Miss S . Our memories will always
call us back to:
M ooring tonite?
oonlight sweep,
arshmallows (toasted).
O ur frequent visitor Chinny-p-r-r-r f-r-r-r s-p-i-t-s g-r-r-r.
O ur alarm clock duets and morning solos.
R ush into closet—why? No one knows—L-u-s-i-e!
E E E's stuffed dates and departure.
'S incerest wishes to house mother and dad.
THE WORKMAN'S BUNGALOW
To Let: One spacious room, situated in "Faculty Row," accommodating two
agreeable students in search of living quarters where homesickness and lonesomeness
are impossible! The occupants of 192 5-1926 wish to pass on the following conve-
niences:
1. 2i-minute run or 3-minute walk to Peirce.
2
.
Sunshine all day.
3. One huge closet.
4. One perfectly good "Tea Table."
5. One bookcase sufficient to hold the libraries of many F. N. S. girls.
6. Opportunity for "Interior Decorating."
7. Very best sunrises and sunsets.
8. Alarm—7.00 a.m. train whistle.
We, Edith and Alice, will always remember:
1. Those fireside talks.
2. Getting used to trains.
3. That "haunted" bookcase.
4. The closet.
5. Our radio.
6. When we were "Orphans of the Storm."
7. The flood.
8. Light cuts.
9. Freshmen Tours.
10. Serving tea.
11. Our "color scheme."
And last, but by no means least, the very best and dearest House Mother and
Father!
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MRS. TAYLOR'S— 955 WORCESTER ROAD
Only one student, a serious member of the faculty, a member of the office force,
and the best house mother in town. What chance is there for mischief?
the McCarthy house
"We are seven" of the McCarthy House,
We cry it with a will,
For we are the everlasting ad
Of the motto— "Over the Hill."
There's Ellie and Eileen,
And the two May's so chic,
Gertie and Anna
And Babe with her "Vic."
We've had "week days" and "week ends,"
"Frolics" when work is done,
"Priscilla," Sessions, and Phone Calls,
Oh, we sure have had our fun.
As these four years draw to an end,
As they soon will, we fear,
We'll never forget "our home"
And "Mother McCarthy," so dear.
17 MAPLE STREET
Louise Cotter and Faith Taylor lived at Mrs. Smiddy's in all the dignity becoming
two dignified Seniors. Faith lived alone in a single room and Louise lived alone in a
double room, but she needed it, for she took "dreth apprethiathion." These two rooms
were their headquarters during their periods of "tripping" to Newtonville, Wellesley,
and way stations; and it was here that they ended up after a fevered pursuit of a hot
dog one rainy evening. Here also were heard fervent "expressions"—assigned and
otherwise—including "It's quarter of seven!" and "The Maker of Dreams." Their
lives were perfect examples of what could be accomplished on a scurvy and rickets-
producing diet of Baker's chocolate, with occasional feedings of cauliflower. In June,
when they reach the summit of their last escarpment (cross reference to Miss Rams-
dell) and start out to acquire a salary large enough to necessitate their making a
budget, they will have many happy memories to take with them.
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BLAKE HOUSE
Listen, dear friends, and you shall hear
About the Blake House doings of this year.
Twas the fifteenth of September, in '25,
A few of us there are who still survive
To tell of that famous day and year.
The first to arrive was Budgie dear,
A gay little lass, full of good cheer.
Although she never can find her things,
She's certainly a knockout when she sings.
One girl we have who hails from Adams,
All her dry speeches keep us in spasms;
Ibus, though you are sedate and prim,
We surely love you with a vim.
The fourth who came was Betty D.,
'Tho most as happy as any could be
She never will be a chemist, I hear,
For of the Chem. Lab. she has a great fear.
After Bet, there came our Glad,
With her around we're never sad;
She used to live in the Sunny South,
But now she's here to gladden our house.
Betty Jane Chapman from the college town
Is dark haired, fair, and of renown;
Altho she's the baby of our group
Beside her we are stupid goops.
Now Muriel is another "Blake-ite"
And we're here to tell you that she's all right;
With shiny black eyes and black curly hair.
She'd drive most any man straight to despair.
We had one in our midst whom we called Jean,
She isn't very fat, but she isn't very lean;
She left all her friends to go to the dorm,
Where she keeps herself good and warm.
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BAGLEY HOUSE
Our first term there were six of us. Now there are four—but what a happy four!
The first year for one of us and the fourth year for the rest of us at the little brown
cottage on Maynard Road will not be forgotten in a hurry. We certainly do enjoy
hot chocolate and sandwiches on those cold winter nights.
O'NEILL'S— 29 SALEM END ROAD
The place where the bathroom was the early morning catch; where we had a
"degree" to keep us in the straight and narrow; where a morning race occurred every
morning to breakfast; where "Viccie" was constantly being wound; parties, "the
O'Neill's barber," and last but not least those interesting discussions.
MRS. RICHARDS'
At Mrs. Richards' house we four live,
Enjoying the comforts of her home;
Everything for our welfare does she give,
Making for us a splendid "dorm."
MRS. McGRATH— MAYNARD ROAD
In all there are eight, There may be a Peirce
And we have loads of fun Or a Horace Mann Hall
Both at home and at our school, To sometimes cross our path,
And we study late But the "village" house
To get all our work done That surpasses them all
Before we start to fool. Is the house of Mrs. McGrath.
WHO'S WHO AT MRS. MAC'S
191 State: Waffles; W. W. W. Club; "Four for each, each for all"; Lessons
versus discourses.
Haslam: Book agent; that contagious giggle; "Do T or don't T today?"
Anderson: Advisor of the frosh; Oh that tracing wheel! ; the gift from Maine.
Goddard: Bed at 8 p.m.; those "powerful" excuses.
Brown: President of W. W. W.; that engaging interest; our hero, "Daddy Long
Legs."
Billy and Dick: Our pals good and true; adieu our friends!
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THE HOUSE OE ROGERS
At the House of Rogers, 26 Main Street,
Nine to-be teachers chanced to meet.
One became nervous and in stepped Fate,
Took Doris back home and then there were eight.
In the little front room facing the street
Lived Marion Barnes, demure and sweet;
She developed asthma, it soon got worse,
That left seven, for she moved up to Peirce.
Seven of us left and Emma became ill,
It was too much for her to climb up the hill;
She was sent up to Peirce, her ills to fix,
Then we stopped dwindling and there remained six.
Not to be jorgotten:
1. Are you all in bed? 'Tis time.
2. Miss S , will you please step this way?
3. C
,
would you like a cup of ginger tea?
4. Forget not your own night and take not the night of another—The Bath List.
5. Will you please not talk during study hour?
6. Miss B, are you up yet?
7. Last but not least—"Miss Kingman's light."
MRS. WHEELER'S
The Parsonage
Down at Mrs. Wheeler's house,
The one at the foot of the hill.
The ten F. N. S. Freshmen
Have worked with zest and will.
At first they were a bit homesick,
But that was soon overcome,
For sometimes they left their pile of work
And had some real good fun.
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ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL OF FRAMINGHAM
OFFICERS, 1924-1926
President .
First Vice President .
Second Vice President
Secretary .
Treasurer
Auditor
Mrs
. Mr. Henry Whittemore
Delia Birmingham Corey, 1879
Dr. James Chalmers
Miss Mary C. Moore, 1872
Miss Annie Penniman, 1903
Mrs. Sarah Fiske White, 1865
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Miss Sarah Pratt, 1874
Miss Louie G. Ramsdell, 1902
Mrs. Sarah Bray Dudley, 1893
Miss May Elder, 1902
Miss Grace Carden, 1918
ALL graduates of the State Normal School at Framingham are, by right of gradua-
tion, members of the Alumnae Association. The Association, as a whole, holds
meetings at Framingham Centre biennially in the even years. There is, how-
ever, a form of representative government, so that business may be transacted all
through the period of two years. There is an Alumna1 Council, consisting of two
members from each class, which meets usually twice a year at Framingham Centre.
At the Biennial Meeting a concert by the United Glee Clubs of the School is given.
On alumnae day reports from activities of the Council are read, necessary business
transacted and officers are elected. Reports from classes graduated fifty, twenty-five,
and ten years ago are given.
The Alumnae Association has raised two funds: the Ellen Hyde Scholarship Fund
for use of Students in Schools, and the Amelia Davis Fund for Incapacitated Teachers.
The Alumnae Association has ever been a monument which all those having to do
with F. N. S. may lean on for support. Let us strive to reward that monument for its
support by giving our best to it.
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DEGREE SENIORS
Worn out Degree Senior, absent-mindedly opening the window before retiring:
"We're having quite a storm, but then, if it rains too hard I'll get up and turn if off."
JOKES
There are jokes about freshmen and sophomores
That we could have told to you;
There are jokes about juniors and seniors,
About the degrees, too.
We know stories about hikers and campers
And many a week end jaunt:
We have laughs on tours and excursions,
Of the beaux that some girls do flaunt.
But these do not seem to satisfy.
For a strange desire besets us
To tell you the one of the faculty,
But alas, our conscience won't let us.
One of our embryo school teachers demonstrating a school lunch box: "It is also
well to put a paper napkin in the lunch box. The children always enjoy any little
surprises we can give them."
"THAT GANG"
First there is Effie, so brainy and wise,
And then comes Ethelyn with all her ties,
Third comes Leila, so kind to advise;
"Dot" is next with her pick of the guys,
And last Mrs. Mac who succeeds as she tries.
Question by Miss Sparrow: "What character did Shakespeare originate?"
Answer: "The Fool."
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WHY SOME OF US CAME TO F. N. S.
Charlotte Brown: To find her real self (Daddy Long Legs).
"Peg" Costello: To meet Daddy Long Legs.
"Kay" McGuiness: To bridge the gap between Whitinsville and Holy Cross.
Ann Allstrin: To attempt to run the school.
"Ev" Brophy: To take light cuts to finish the latest novels.
Elsie Parmenter: To have time for recreation.
Susan Ballou and "Dot" Palmer: To lead a life of leisure.
Hope Bosworth: To learn the Charleston.
Helena Markham: To meet a man she could trust.
Margaret McGuire: Because she had learned everything Westfield Normal had
to give.
Louise Naphen: To grab all the A's banded out in practice teaching.
"Peg" Hunter: To state her views on matrimony.
Marjorie Rapp: To get a diploma.
Helen Toomey: To be near Tufts.
Rita Richards: Because it just occurred to her.
Mary Brady: To be heard from.
"Odd" Olsen: To enjoy Friday, Saturday, and Sunday nights.
Doris Sheridan and Muriel Jenner: To save the school from boredom.
Eunice Terry: To go walking with "Bill, the water-boy."
Julia Roper: To become a good conscientious teacher.
Elsie Williams: To "fight" for Peirce Hall.
"Mil" Urquhart: To get A from Miss Taylor.
"Dot" Cain: To continue her heavy correspondence.
"Dot" Tripp: To tell us about "Henry" and "Mummy."
Grace Dean: To become our popular house president.
Helen Nelson: To grab a good share of the A's in History.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN
If there were no stool pigeons at F. N. S.
If the faculty failed to reciprocate Eleanor Merrill's crushes.
If Doris and Muriel led smooth, uneventful lives.
If Miss Cummings developed chronic laryngitis.
If "Klapper" was left out of the Dial.
If F. N. S. came up to the Dean's standards.
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If study hour was really a quiet hour.
If Horace Mann walked the chalk line.
If "Peg" Hunter found nothing in life to kick at.
If Grace Dean became herself the model she wants Peirce Hall to follow.
If Julia Roper read "The Plastic Age."
If Rita Richards developed a sense of responsibility.
If Ruth Campbell was as sweet, simple and girlish as she looks.
If Eunice Hagar became as important as she thinks she is.
If Ella Bates achieved her ambition to be beautiful but dumb.
If Grace Dean became as likeable as Marg Rapp really is.
If Framingham Centre station and library burned down.
If Lucy Shepard became self-effacing.
If we all got jobs.
If Louise McKenney really got a man.
BELIEVE IT OR XOT
Once upon a time there was a good little girl who did her studies faithfully every
day, never skipping a lesson. This good little girl never left her room during study
hour. She was never late for any meals. She was in bed and asleep every night just as
the clock struck ten. and in the morning she rose at 5.30 to finish her lessons. She never
went home week ends because it interfered with her studies, and she didn't even go to
Prom because she had to have a paper ready for her teacher that Monday. And this
good little girl was just one of the many average American girls at Framingham
Xormal School.
AN I-DEAL ANSWER
A Test Question in English: What is oral and written composition?
Answer: I don't know. See Sheridan, page 35.
GO TO THE HEAD OF THE CLASS
Dr. Meier: Make out a lesson plan for anv month's work in science for the 5th
grade.
Answer: Month
—
July. Xo school—summer vacation.
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A LOT OF TRUTH IN THAT
Mr. x\rchibald : What are the chromatics?
Rose Norton: The agonizing part of the music course.
"HISTORY IS THE MOST INTERESTING SUBJECT IN ALL THE WORLD'
Miss Cummings: What significance has the year 1492 for you?
Bright (?) Pupil: I don't know. I wasn't born until 1905.
SOME STEAK!
Teacher: Now, Johnnie, I have divided this steak into four parts. What have we?
Johnnie: Fourths.
Teacher: And now if I divide it into thirty-two parts, what have we?
Johnnie: Hamburg steak.
AN INGENIOUS METHOD OF MARKING
An examiner was once very desirous of passing a pupil in an oral test.
"What is the color of blue vitrol?" he asked.
"Yellow!" was the surprising reply.
"Zero," recorded the examiner sadly.
"Well, which is heavier, air or water?"
"I don't know," admitted the pupil.
The examiner was delighted. It was right; he didn't know. So he marked him
100%.
AN EXCELLENT DESCRIPTION
Miss Carroll: I didn't like the history I used in practice teaching. It jumped
too much.
Miss Cummings: Indeed; what kind of book was it?
Miss Carroll
:
A red one with—a—er
—
picture on the cover.
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FACULTY MEETIXG
Miss Expression: "Will the meeting please come to order. The new business of
the day is to discuss the suggestion made by Miss Geography—'Shall we give the pupils
the marks they think they deserve?' I await suggestions."
Miss English: "Madame President, this question is quite a problem and I think
we ought to refer, in this particular case, to such and such a group before we decide."
Mr. Arithmetic: "Say, Madame President, let's have a little air in here."
Madame President: "Have you any suggestions to offer, Miss Psychology?"
Miss Psychology: "Yes—let me see; where did I put those suggestions? Oh,
yes; here they are. Xow, I would like for you to look these over."
Mr. Gardening: "Madame President, would you like to have me read a letter I
got this morning? I think it will help clear up some things."
Mr. Arithmetic: Say, that's a fine idea. I like that."
Mr. Handwork: "Madame President, I 'arsk' you if you think we ought to con-
sider the pupils' point of view. They don't appreciate anything we do for them any-
way."
Mr. Music: That's right, Madame President, the pupils are coddled too much.
They haven't got any backbone. I'd like to shake them up a bit."
Miss Geography: "Yes, Madame President, but it's interesting to note their point
of view. Interesting, isn't it, friends?"
Miss History: "Madame President, perspiration and inspiration are the things
that count. They're what make history the most interesting subject in all the world."
Miss Expression: "It is time for the meeting to be adjourned. The meeting is
adjourned."
Mr. Arithmetic: "Say, I'd like to stop that clock."
XIGHT!
Gray figures were hurrying up and down the darkened corridor, their kimonos
flying behind them like the cloaks of the goddesses of old. Their slippered feet pattered
softly on the floor as they sped by. An occasional splash in the bath let one know that
someone was making a hasty preparation for the night. The creaking of transoms
lent a mysterious element to the atmosphere. Constant flapping of curtains gradually
died away. Xow and then lights suddenly gleamed into the corridors and disappeared
quickly. They were like fireflies flashing into the night. One saw them and then they
were gone. Whispers of night farewells floated back and forth on the air. Smothered
giggles were heard behind closed doers and sometimes lengthened into a shrill note,
but they too were soon gone.
A silence drifted over the corridor, for the hour of ten had long passed.
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EXTRACTS FROM F. N. S. WEEKLY NEWS
Second floor west reports its first week of absolute quietness during study hour.
Miss Margaret May attended play rehearsals for ''Daddy Long Legs" during that time.
Miss Sarah Novick has startled science by her wonderful discovery of the familillo
bird. Miss Novick has been doing research work in the field of birds ever since her
psychology course at F. N. S., in which she learned that this familillo was a bird new
to science, the name being the only thing known regarding it.
Miss Mary Toohill is planning to spend her first year out of normal school at the
hot baths in Pompeii, Italy.
Miss Eleanor Merrill attended the monthly faculty meeting held in the teachers'
room. Very unfortunately, Miss Doris Tripp was unable to be present because of an
important business engagement at Crocker Pay Station.
Miss Alice Rigby entertained Mr. Harvarditis at Sunday dinner. Miss Rigby was
becomingly gowned in a coy smile adorned with numerous pleasing remarks. The
young gentleman wore his customary look of fond adoration.
DORM LIFE
Darkness—for 'tis long after ten o'clock. But what a racket is heard from that
room in Peirce Hall! Chattering of females combined with giggles would make one
believe that a hive of swarming bees was near by. Clattering of dishes, tinkle of
glasses, tearing of paper, popping of stoppers, and spurting of soda sound like a kitchen
orchestra in full swing. Creakings from the movement of couches intermingle with a
thud of cushions as they come in contact with the walls, floor and human beings.
More noise—more laughter—and then a crash! .... Stillness. Deathlike stillness.
A deep breath is heard, someone rises from the floor, slight laughter begins, and finally
an uproar fills the room again. The midnight luncheon goes on again as if nothing had
happened.
WHAT A CHANGE!
Miss Armstrong in Psychology Class: "Do we differ now from the time when we
were 12 years old?"
"Marg" Rapp: "Yes, I think so. In the 8th grade I disliked boys very much."
Ann Allstrin told Miss Armstrong that in the grammar grades she was very shy
and retiring. Who would believe it?
Miss Ramsdell says you should use maps all the time. Miss Armstrong says you
shouldn't use them at all. Oh, well, Mr. Doner says you never get anywhere by agree-
ing with anyone.
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WHO'S WHO IN THE FACULTY
Calmest: Mr. Archibald.
Most Unaccommodating: Mr. Lyman.
Most Unassuming: Dr. Meier.
Quietest: Miss Cummings.
Noisiest: Miss Ritchie.
Easiest Marker: Miss Tavlor.
Most Inspiring: Mr. Doner.
Grouchiest: Miss Allen.
Most Innocent: Mr. Workman.
Gives Easiest Tests: Miss Ramsdell.
Most Xoncommittal: Mr. Ried.
Best Memory: Miss Armstrong.
Miss Cummings:
Helen Toomey:
Sing a song of borrowing.
(Closets full of clothes.)
Four and twenty Peirce girls
In tumult have arose.
Now they are abegging,
For clothes they all do sing.
Up and down the hall they go,
How their voices ring!
A Senior wanted a dress,
Something in tan and green;
Her cry rose above the rest,
At last her plight was seen.
The girls brought out their gowns,
One was chosen—though blue,
But another cry rang out:
Can I borrow your hat, too?
A BRIGHT ONE
"And who is George Washington? Why do we remember him?"
"Please, teacher, he's the little boy who chopped down the
cherrv tree on his birthday."
WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT?
Miss Ritchie: "Class, this is a dictionary. What does it contain?"
Bright Pupil: "A list of words, Miss Ritchie."
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GETTING OUT OF DIFFICULTIES
Miss Cummings: "We'll let 'Faith, Hope and Charity' take the class today and
see how she manages."
Faith, Hope and Charity: "I'm going to let one of the pupils take the class today.
Come Alice, you may be teacher."
CATTY?
Someone asked Doris Sheridan if she knew the words to the "Prisoner's Song."
IS THAT SO?
Miss Hunt: "And when do you lose your first year molars?"
Ruth M.: "When they fall out."
A HOT ONE
Mary Toohill: "Where are the hot baths in Europe, Miss Cummings?"
Miss C: "Well, not in the tub, Mary."
GREATER PROOF IF SHE HAD KNOWN
"Girls! Who is the most friendly girl in our class?"
"Mil" Evans: " 'Marg' Rapp. She lent me a postage stamp once, when she
didn't even know me."
AN EXCHANGE OF CIVILITIES
Grace Dean (at "Peg" May's door) : "Say, who's laughing down here?"
"Peg": "Why, I guess it must have been me."
Grace: "Well, it sounded like a dog barking."
"Peg" (indignantly) : "Well, who saws wood up in your room every night?"
Mr. Ried says it's rather hard to die (dye) under artificial light.
BIG BOY
Mr. Lyman to Mr. Ried the day after the big snowstorm: "Well, did they let
you come up today?"
Mr. Ried: "They couldn't keep me away. Nobody in this place is big enough to."
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ARTISTIC (?) CREATIONS
Louise McKenney (collecting the black paints in handwork class) : "Grace, have
you got your stuff?"
Mr. Ried: "Stuff nothing. That's artistic creation "
SEVEN WONDERS OF F. N. S.
1. Faculty baseball game.
2. Muriel Jenner's neat room.
3. Cocoa for breakfast.
4. Senior C's arithmetic notebooks.
5. Our social calendar for the year
—
One Prom!
6. Miss Ramsdell's simple little tests.
7. Some people's ability to bluff through the course.
SOME PEOPLE ARE GREEN
Miss Armstrong (giving out the psychology assignment to Senior I): "Read
O'Shea's book. I don't know the chapter. I don't know that book from cover to cover."
Gladys Campbell: "It's green!"
Miss A.: "What!"
Gladys: "It's green."
Miss A.: "What's green?"
Gladys: "The cover."
HEARD IN SR. ENGLISH CLASS
"I found it quite interesting."
"Only quite interesting?"
"Why, certainly—doesn't quite mean wholly?"
HEARD IN "VOC" CORRIDOR—
"Jobs for the summer."
Helen M : "Well, I'm going to get a job in the zoo feeding elephants."
J J .: "Be careful or the elephant will think you are a peanut."
Bacteriology class, returning from a field trip in Dr. Meier's new Buick.
Marge (to Dr. Meier) : "Did you have a car before?"
Dr. Meier: "Yes, a registered Guernsey."
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F. N. S. IN SONG
Paddlin' Madelin Home— "Dot" Tripp.
Fair Harvard— "Al" Rigby.
Sleepy Time Gal— "Dot" Burnell.
I'm Gonna Charleston Back to Charleston— "Mil" Urquhart.
That Red Head Gal— Ethel Tuohy.
Pal of My Cradle Days— Mary Ladd.
Let Me Call YOU Sweetheart— Louise McKenney.
Remember— Miss Armstrong.
Everybody Loves My Baby— Helen Toomey.
Yearning— "Fran" Kingman.
Oh, How I Miss You Tonight— Mae Kelly.
Cast Away on the Island of Love — Charlotte Brown.
Who Stole My Heart Away? — Dot Lawson.
What, No Men? — Jeannette Johnson.
They Ain't Done Right by Nell— Grace Copeland.
I'm Sitting on Top of the World— Gert Rogers.
Thanks for the Buggy Ride— All of the Vocs.
Oh, What a Pal was Mary— Marge Breglio.
After I Say I'm Sorry— Helen Baker.
Some Other Bird Whistled a Tune — Helen Moulton.
What Did I Tell You— Mae Temple.
Will Ya?—Huh! — Myrtle Files.
Roll 'em Girls—Roll 'em! —Mildred Evans.
There Ain't No Flies on Frankie— Jo Pieper.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF—
Jeannette "tripped" on her line?
Grace agreed with someone?
Mae forgot to hurry?
"Myrt" forgot her giggle?
"Joey" stayed at F. N. S. for a week end?
"Mil" lost her good naturedness?
Helen Moulton wore rubber heels?
Gertrude lowered her voice?
Marge ceased to be businesslike?
"Peg" couldn't dance?
"Dot" didn't receive her daily mail?
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WILL YOU EVER FORGET—
"As a class you have a very poor record."
"A good teacher always does that. 1 '
"Wanted: A young girl to volunteer to warm Miss S bed."
"Would you be willing?"
-Raise hands."
Trip to Waltham Mill.
"Have I the attention of everyone?"
"Your container and cambric models."
"The first time I saw her we sat in a swing and she was stubborn."
The formal dinners?
Your first day as breakfast cook?
Saturday on cook shift?
The day Mary rang the rising bell at 5.30?
The middy blouse and skirt?
Our all night sewing parties in the "Yoc" House?
"Degree girls, are the 'Yoc' Seniors an addition to this class? It seems to me they
have the makings of some srood teachers."
THREE GUESSES WHO WE ARE
"Ya little devil, you."
"Bing! Bing! Cowboys!"
"Xow—for instance."
"Ya know."
••Really!"
"That's a fact."
"Don't be sill."
"Oh! Xoooooooo."
"Anyone want to play Priscilla?"
"And so forth."
"That's about all."
"Uh—let me think."
"L'r-ur-ur-ur."
"Yet."
"Uh-uh."
"Oodles."
"Howdy."
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ALMA MATER
We must bid adieu to familiar scenes
And leave them all behind
To go our ways, to other days
And other duties find.
Though our hands now turn to other tasks,
And our eyes to another view,
Through Memory's lane we'll turn again
And travel back to you.
Whatever spheres our paths may lie in,
And honors, be they vast or few,
We only know we'll ever owe
Them, one and all, to you.
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SCHOOL DIRECTORY—FRESHMEX REGULAR
Amelia M. Aiken Xatick
Catherine L. Barber Framingham Center
Lois Barnes Greenfield
Grace E. Barry Auburndale
Xora R. Barry Norwood
Dorothy M. Batchelor Milford
Edith E. Beale Needham
Elizabeth R. Bealer Adams
Lillian A. Bellofatto Milford
Teresa Bianchi Natick
Mary E. Bispham Framingham
Sarah R. Broufman West Newton
Edith M. Buckler Natick
Catherine M. Casey Milford
Helena C. Caterina Watertown
Catherine S. Coates Needham
Irene J. Collins Sherborn
Marion V. Conaty Chestnut Hill
Mary M. Condon Watertown
Anabell Cramer Worcester
Ruth C. Crawford Framingham
Dorothy P. Davis Natick
Dorothy C. Davis Fall River
Edna W. Davis Waltham
Sybil G. Davis West Hartford
Doris E. Dickey Waltham
Margaret K. Dolan Roxbury
Mary E. Donovan Brookline
Mary M. Driscoll East Holliston
Claudia C. Dwyer Marlboro
Margaret E. Eagan Framingham Center
Angelin M. Eldredge Rockport
Marion A. Enos Hopedale
Janet B. Finn Watertown
Marion E. Finnerty Brookline
Mildred C. Fish Natick
Mary A. Flaherty Norwood
Anna D. Fletcher Milford
Viola R. Foster Framingham
Bernice V. Garrahan Framingham
Edith H. Gates Clinton
Margaret M. Gilroy Milford
Yiolette M. Godendorf Natick
Mary F. Grady Clinton
Mary N. Green Marlboro
Ida S. Griff Worcester
Dora Grossman Worcester
Freida Grossman Worcester
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Bertha M. Hadfield Fall River
Eleanor L. Hall Natick
Eva M. Hamley Marlboro
Mary J. Haynes Saxonville
Marion E. Herculson Dorchester
Mary G. Honen Ashland
Mary E. Hooban Dedham
Mary C. Horgan Allston
Gladys A. Howarth Cambridge
Mollie Izzo Marlboro
Marie A. Jennings Fall River
Ruth M. Johnson Southboro
Helen E. Kelleher Northboro
Irene Kelleher Northboro
Geraldine M. Kelley Marlboro
Helen C. Kelley Fall River
Margaret E. Kendrick Brookline
Dorothy H. King Milford
Sylvia D. Kurlan Milford
Mildred R. Lawson Newton
Barbara J. Leary Mansfield
Marie C. Lusk Cambridge
Mildred H. Lusk Cambridge
Mary E. Lynch Fall River
Margaret E. Madigan Hopkinton
Hazel Marsden Monson
Esther K. Martin Hopedale
Helen F. McCourt West Newton
Theresa E. McGurrin South Natick
Marjorie McKenna Framingham
Isabelle C. MacLachlan Milford
Margaret K. McLaughlin Newton Highlands
Anna M. Merrill Amesbury
Anna V. Monahan Hopkinton
Mary A. Moran Milford
Madeline J. Morresy Framingham
M. Margaret Morrison Saxonville
Katherine M. Mullen Hopkinton
Mary L. Mullen Swampscott
Esther M. Murphy Hudson
Katherine T. Murphy Newton Upper Falls
Margaret M. Neal Saxonville
Grace P. Nogler Harvard
Lena Nulman Fall River
Helen G. O'Brien Watertown
Elizabeth M. O'Hearn Newton Upper Falls
Muriel W. Orcutt Fall River
Mary A. OToole Clinton
Dorothea Phillips Taunton
Emily D. Ranney Wayland
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Emma H. Raymond Plymouth
Emma X. Robinovitz Springfield
Ruth Ramanoff Worcester
Eleanor M. Rowe Marlboro
Josephine M. Saelen Norwood
Thelma Sanderson Wayland
Margaret M. Schofield Hudson
Helen Schoneman Whitinsville
Anne E. Shea Quincy
Agnes A. Supola Milford
Helen Smith Southboro
Josephine A. Smith Hopkinton
Ethel M. Sowerby Marlboro
Helen M. Standish Taunton
Harriet Cecelia Suchovsky Clinton
Mildred A. Sullivan Fall River
Gertrude Tyler Southampton
Ruth P. F. Walch Fall River
Maryalice Walsh South Xatick
Persis R. Waterhouse Framingham
Florence E. Wheeler Waltham
Verna O. White Saxonville
Dorothy J. Williams Norwood
Ruth A. Woodland Fairhaven
Annie T. Young Xatick
HOUSEHOLD ARTS—FRESHMEX
Dorothy P. Arms North Adams
Aileen D. Atwood Gardner
Judith S. Barnes Peabody
Marion F. Barnes Auburn
Helen Kyner Bates Melrose
Helen Langdon Bates Wellesley
Katherine Benedict Needham
Irene O. Bliss Ludlow
Alberta Booth Ludlow
Jean Brag Cambridge
Rachel Marie Bouley West Lynn
Alice K. Burgess Manchester
Sophia V. Butkevitch Worcester
Elizabeth J. Chapman Amherst
Virginia M. Clancy Indian Orchard
Harriet E. Clements Rockport
Gertrude E. Daw Farnumsville
Bessie Derosia Adams
Mary K. Dugan Milton
Elizabeth Eaton Needham
Beatrice M. Edwards Charlestown
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Florence M. Fisk West Natick
Ruth Gordon Needham
Bernice L. Gould Shelburne Falls
Elizabeth Gould Gardner
Bertha M. Greaney Beverly
E. Elizabeth Grover Halifax
Eunice Hager Cambridge
Ruth L. Hall Dudley
Esther R. Hancock Vineyard Haven
Eleanor I. F. Hartling Brockton
Doris M. Hathaway Brockton
Catherine R. Hemingway So. Sudbury
Lottie M. Howard Neponset
Elizabeth G. Hubbard Sunderland
Eleanor B. Hyde Ludlow
Mary L. Jenkins Topsfield
Dorothy Jenney West Tisbury
Gladys M. Jones No. Brookfield
Hazel A. Joslin Ashland
Doris L. Kearns East Longmeadow
Sylvia V. Kuniholm Gardner
Alice Linehan Brockton
Beatrice E. Lovering Needham
Dorothy E. Marble Marblehead
Rose M. Massei Worcester
Ruth C. Merry Vineyard Haven
Gladys E. Miner Baldwinville
Elizabeth F. Moloney Norwood
Alice Morrison Clinton
Elizabeth B. Murray Roxbury
Eleanor T. Mussey Salem
Jennie E. Ohrstrom Worcester
Irene M. Packard Brockton
Lois E. Parks Wakefield
Eleanor Phelps Lynn
Mary E. Phelps Northborough
Maida V. Pratt Brockton
Evelyn S. Rose Gardner
Esther A. Shay Cochituate
Margaret H. Smith Winthrop
Grace E. Spelman Worcester
Mary F. Spelman Worcester
Iola M. Spencer Lowell
Dorothy M. Stewart Waltham
Katherine C. Sullivan Worcester
Ruth M. Sunderland Natick
Muriel L. Sutherland Amesbury
Margaret A. Teller Edgartown
Doris A. Thompson Waltham
Barbara Tracy Newtonville
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Mary S. Valentine Framingham Centre
Doris E. Walker Methuen
Dorothy E. Waterman Springfield
Althea Wear Waltham
Ruth M. Weeks Marlboro
Marjorie L. White Adams
Eleanor Yoffa Gardner
VOCATIONAL HOUSEHOLD ARTS—FRESHMEX
Frances Czerkiewicz New Bedford
Virginia P. Davis West Newbury
Hildreth R. Durfee Fall River
Hazel Allard Eastman East Lynn
Gertrude Ford Newton
Josephine A. Hall Natick
Lucille G. Horton Wellfleet
Kathleen G. King Amherst
Margaret McNally Fall River
Helen E. Nichols East Lynn
Doris E. Nicholson New Bedford
Mary C. Orpen Fall River
Alice K. Place Fall River
Clementina Powlak New Bedford
Ellen R. Quirk Bondsville
Eva Skala East Northfield
Cassie G. Sullivan Bondsville
Catherine R. Sullivan Fall River
Carolyn C. Worthington Palmer
HOUSEHOLD ARTS—SOPHOMORES
Elizabeth Adams Worcester
Hilda M. Allen Leominster
Evelyn M. Anderson Ashland
Frances B. Armitage Danvers
Eleanor Barstow Marshfield
Ella J. Bates Rockland
Agnes E. Berry :
.
Springfield
Marion F. Bethune Lynn
Elsie M. Booth Whitinsville
Dorothy M. Brown Swampscott
Ruth M. Campbell Lowell
Velna M. Chase West Falmouth
Cornelia B. Church North Amherst
Elizabeth A. Connors Weston
Marion L. Cronan Bradford
Isabel M. F. Doherty Allston
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Ruth D. Elliott Beverly
Harriet B. Foster Gloucester
Ella C. Frost Attleboro
Gertrude 0. Gourley East Lynn
M. Doris Graham Lynn
Mildred E. Greeley Lynn
Cora M. Green Weston
Beatrice S. Greene Franklin
Eleanor E. Hall Andover
Helen N. Hall Auburndale
Helen C. Harlow Shrewsbury
Barbara Henderson Weston
Minnie I. Henry Fall River
Glenna W. Holder Lynn
Ruth V. Hutchinson Taunton
Mary F. Hyde Attleboro
Julia A. Ikonen Oxford
Elizabeth G. Johnson Stoneham
Kathleen Kavanaugh Greenfield
Margaret C. Keliher Taunton
Helen F. Kimball Littleton
Ruth I. Kirkman Lynn
Valarie M. LaMountain Hatfield
Vera B. Langill Gardner
Marion C. Leonard Seekonk
Veda M. Leonard Newtonville
Margaret H. Little Chicopee Falls
Margaret Loud Hopkinton
Mary D. Lovett Stockbridge
Agnes E. Mallorey Lynn
Vesta I. McCobb Framingham
Lucia B. Milliken New Bedford
Emma M. Morehardt Hanover
Greta Morrill Natick
Agnes C. Mulligan Revere
Mary M. O'Brien Holyoke
Mary E. Palmer Worcester
Virginia E. Paul Roxbury
Irene M. Pinney Holyoke
Dorothy C. Prentiss Swampscott
Loretta M. Racicot Worcester
Pauline V. Rice Chelsea
Mary E. Rich Worcester
Lillian G. Richardson Middleton
Florence M. Riley Somerset
Frances G. Robinson Lynn
Hester M. Russell Townsend
Millicent R. Sampson Fall River
Louise W. Schueler Roxbury
Virginia M. Sennott West Roxbury
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Lucie E. Shepard Worcester
Dorothy M. Smith Abington
Blanche M. Spurr Marlborough
Marion M. Stone Aver
Roseamond Tatro Swampscott
Katheryne Thurber Attleboro
Grace L. Tufts Franklin
Madaline V. Yoorneveld Xantucket
Doris E. Werner Longmeadow
Ida C. Whittredge Cliftondale
Ruth G. Winch Templeton
Julia E. Witherell Northampton
Hazel Woodbury Beverly
Dorothy E. Young East Lynn
VOCATIONAL HOUSEHOLD ARTS—SOPHOMORES
Laura O. Avila
3
New Bedford
Clara H. Brooks Ashby
Elizabeth Grant Fall River
Marjorie Gray Fall River
Elizabeth W. Hammond Beverly
Margaret R. Harris East Boxford
Vera A. Harvey Gardner
Harriet H. Havves West Somerville
Rachel G. Herrig West Somerville
Marion C. Hollister Southwick
Xorma R. Jeffers Peabody
Winifred I. McAleer Xewton Centre
Helen M. McDonnell Worcester
Gladys Pickard New Bedford
Anna L. Shea Springfield
Mary E. Smith Xatick
Ruth M. Wagner Xorth Attleboro
HOUSEHOLD ARTS—JUNIORS
Lillian Y. Anderson Worcester
Frances D. Andrews Deerfield
Janice I. Barker Lawrence
Anna H. Belden Bradstreet
A. Catherine Brayton Haverhill
Doris Bullard Wellesley Hills
Edwina Burgin Holyoke
Elizabeth Callahan .• Winchendon
Lemabel Campbell South Acton
Elizabeth H. Chase Islington
Ruth L. Clingan Littleton
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Viola I. Crowley West Natick
Katherine F. Currier Haverhill
Katrina E. Curtis Woodville
Evelyn B. Davis Framingham Centre
Harriet E. Davis Adams
Elizabeth Deane Whitinsville
Dorothy Dowden Sandwich
Louise Elliott Leicester
Angelina M. Fraser West Roxbury
Eleanor Gammon Lynn
Faith Goddard Arlington Heights
Gladys Graham Bradford
Margaret Grainey Brockton
Helen M. Hale Haverhill
Alice L. Hallett Centerville
Ruth E. Haven Worcester
Lucile E. Havener Worcester
Helen Heywood Westborough
Ruth G. Howard Whitman
Jane E. Hume Greenfield
Aletha Hurd Beverly
Florence E. Hyde East Brimfield
Maxine E. Jones Worcester
Kathleen Kennedy Fall River
Louise P. Kennedy Fall River
Ernestine E. Laidlaw Lowell
Mary E. Lyons Holyoke
Viola A. Mahoney Medford
Ruth R. Marshall North Brookfield
Minna Merten Caryville
Ina C. Moberg Worcester
Mary W. Molony Centerville
Madeleine E. Munroe Newton
Eleanora Nielsen Holden
Margaret M. Olsen Pepperell
Gladys M. Proctor Aver
Catherine F. Reardon Natick
Audrey P. Robbins Orleans
Frances V. Smith Springfield
Mary C. Smith Fall River
Ruth E. Smithson Fall River
Alice G. Snow Hyannis
Evelyn S. Stowell New Salem
Ruth M. Sutherland Bridgewater
Esther M. Talbot Springfield
Dorothy M. Tone Pittsfield
Honor L. Toohey Fall River
Eleanor Tracy Newtonville
Corrinne I. Wilbur Amesburv
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ELLEN HYDE, TEACHER
Loyal to our school.
Courageous in duty.
Beloved by her pupils.
Compliments of
The Athletic
Association
Compliments of
The Musical
Compliments of
S©ofci©m©T@ Class
it
GRADUATION FROCKS
You will fnd a most complete
assortment of White Graduation Frocks
at
"Framingham's Dominant Store
for Style"
CONCORD ST., Cor. KENDALL, FRAMINGHAM
Compliments of
Silas Peirce & Co., Ltd.
WHOLESALE
GROCERS
Distributors of
Suffolk Brand Food Products
Boston's Largest Manufacturing
Jewelers
H. W. Peters Co.
(First in the United States)
CLASS RINGS
CLASS PINS
INVITATIONS
5 174- 5 1 78 Washington Street
BOSTON 32, MASS.
in
Compliments of
c
Cotitplmmtis of tfje
Tkmb-^i-^imib
Ckh
Coittpltmeitts of
Clje Hexail Bntg J5>iore
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Compliments of
®ij£ $im JVris (Eluiis
King Fong Low Co.
Chinese and American
^staurant
Open every day from n a.m. to 12 p.m.
Telephone 1583-M
CONCORD STREET, Cor. HOWARD
FRAMINGHAM
Compliments of
Kingsbury's
Fabric and Dress
Shoppe
For the Miss or Matron of
Discriminating Taste
20 UNION AVENUE
Tel. 813-M
HEMENWAY BUILDING
GARINO'S
Music andRadio Shop
"The Musical Centre of
This Community"
New Orthophonic Victrolas
Pianos and Player Pianos
All the Latest Sheet Music
Atwater-Kent and Sonora Radios
Musical Instruments and
Accessories
MacDONALD
®be bailor
Men's and Women's
Suits to Measure
Alterations, Repairing, Cleansing, Dye-
ing and Pressing Given Our
Special Attention
J*
Agent for the Most Exclusive Line of
HOSIERY
HEMENWAY BLDG. Oil
TEL. FRAMINGHAM ^J-J-
Compliments of
Jiraoir Class
VI
Compliments of
Freshman Class
"New England's Own"
Packers and Producers
of Fine Foods
WHOLESALE ONLY
Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Veal, Pork,
Hams, Bacon, Sausages, Poultry,
Game, Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Oils,
Olives, Fresh, Salt, and Smoked
Fish; Fruits and Vegetables;
Preserves and Canned Foods
BATCHELDER & SNYDER COMPANY
Blackstone, North and
North Centre Streets
BOSTON, - MASS.
The Corlew
Teachers' Agency
GRACE M. ABBOTT
Manager
120 Boylston Street
BOSTON
VII
Susanne C. Tripp
Hemstitching and
Picoting
ROOM 13, PARK BUILDING
FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
Telephone Connection
Curtains Made to Order
Button Holes
Covered Buttons
Hosiery Repairing
Plaiting, Tucking, Ruffling
FRAMINGHAM
MARKET
FITTS BROS., Inc.
Good Things
To Eat
Groceries—Provisions—Fish
Bakery—Fruits—Candy
Ice Cream
Henry L. Sawyer
Company
Hard:
Seeds
vare
Cutlery
Distributors of the
PATTON-PITCAIRN
Line of Paints & Varnishes
30 CONCORD STREET
FRAMINGHAM
W.J. Sanborn &Co.
'Department Store Framingham
DDann^aaaanniiGD^zaiiaaDunDGnziDDDDDDaDDaDcaDaazii^n
Fine Dress Goods, Silks,
Coats, Dresses and Blouses,
Fownes Gloves
Forest Mills
Under-wear and Hosiery
Domestics and Kitchen Goods
Agents Butterick Patterns
VIII
OOIC
inis one who has learned the art of success
fact a %UMFORD Cook. Are you always
successful on baking day? Are your cakes light
and spongy, and your biscuits white and flaky?
If not, let us help you with
VKING POWE '•.*r-rr--..J J'K
K.92 7.25
JOSEPH
Habtcg' Jlatrbres&er
25 TEMPLE PLACE
Rooms 41-42-43 Tel. Beach 4468
(Over Wethern's Millinery Parlors)
BOSTON, MASS.
NESTLE CIRCULINE PERMANENT
WAVING PROCESS
Marcel and Water Waving, Violet Ray
Treatment, Eye Brows Shaped, Hair
Coloring, Shingle Trim a Specialty.
14 PRIVATE SANITARY BOOTHS
Dorrety of Boston
Designer and
Manufacturer
Class ^ngs and Pins
SMedals, 'Bronzes, Loving
Cups, Trophies
387 WASHINGTON STREET
It's a Good Rule to Have Your
Tailoring Done by
NICKOLAS CARUSO
Ladies and (jents
Fine Tailor
WORCESTER ROAD
FRAMINGHAM CENTRE
MASS.
IX
Elite
Lunch and bakery
Framingham Centre, Mass.
SERVICE
and
QUALITY
Lunches to Take Out
Howard B. Randall
D. M. D.
DENTIST
SMITH BLOCK
FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
Sorter s
Bargain Basement
The Only Store or Its Kind
in Framingham
IRVING SQUARE
FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
Tel. 450
10 % Discount to Normal Students
John J. (^ollins Market
R. E. STRONG, Prop.
Call 213
If busy, call 350
WILLIAM A. DOE CO.
Wholesale Dealers in
'Beef, 'Pork, Lamb, Veal, Poultry, Gutter, Cheese, Eggs,
Oils, Olives, Selex Jams, Pickles, Fish
FANEUIL HALL MARKET, BOSTON
Telephone, Congress 7020, All Departments
Main Office
34 Merchants Row
White House
TEA COFFEE
None better
at any
Trice!
The Flavor
is Roasted
In!
DWINELL-WRIGHT COMPANY—Boston < Chicago < Portsmouth, Va.
THE FOLLOWING TABLE WILL SHOW WHAT $1, $2, $3, $4, $5
(deposited weekly) WILL AMOUNT TO IN 5, 10, 15 and 20 YEARS
PLUS INTEREST AT 4^% PER ANNUM.
Deposit
Weekly 5 years 10 years 1 5 years 20 years
$1.00 $ 289.52 $ 651.20 $1,103.01 $1,667.51
$2.00 579.14 1,302.60 2,026.35 3,335.35
$3.00 868.68 1,953.86 3,309.40 5,002.77
$4.00 1,158.28 2,604.98 4,412.47 6,670.34
$5.00 1,447.82 3,256.43 5,515.74 8,338.09
One Dollar ivill open an account in the
Farmers and Mechanics Savings Bank
FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
Arthur M. Fitts, President Yernard J. Irvine, Treasurer
XI
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Thousands of New England home-makers have discovered that for wholesome flavorful
foods— whether the staples for everyday cookery or the luxuries for parties, teas,
formal dinners or holiday spreads— they can turn to the S. S. Pierce Co., confident
that their wants will be satisfactorily filled.
With a splendid variety of foods that bring enjoyment to the table, with a service that
makes ordering a pleasure, and with a policy of good value that makes our prices
appeal to the thrifty, we cordially invite you to visit our immaculate stores or avail
yourself of our expert telephone or mail order service.
Send for "The Epicure"—it contains our complete price list
BOSTON
COPLEY SQUARE TREMONT and BEACON STS. COOLIDGE CORNER
FOOD BUYING
and
OUR MARKETS
% DAY MONROE and
LEONORE M. STRATTON
Cloth, pp. viii + 321. $2.75.
Every housewife can save money by wise
buying of food, but experience may be a
long route to learn all she should know for
making the most intelligent selections. One
of the aims of this book is to give a short
cut to the needed information.
It is quite impossible in a limited review
to set forth all the excellencies of this pub-
lication. . . . The reader, be she housewife
or teacher, should receive it "with more
than common thanks."
—Home Economic Newsletter.
Groups of homemakers might well form
clubs for the study of this book and for the
application to their daily tasks of its solu-
tions.
—Christian Science Monitor.
Here is the piece of work that has long
been needed. . . . The sane, thoroughly in-
formed reasoning places many groups in
debt to the authors.
—
Journal of Home Economics.
Millwood Farm
Pasteurized
3Ailk and Cream
FRAMINGHAM CENTRE
MASSACHUSETTS
XII
Telephone Formerly the
Kenmore 6828 Warren Kay Vantine Studio
The Photographic Work in
{Eije Btal
IS A DEFINITE PROOF TO FRAMINGHAM NORMAL
STUDENTS OF OUR HIGH GRADE WORK
WARREN KAY PHOTOGRAPHS
Serve as an Endless Inspiration and Delight
THE WARREN KAY STUDIO
Portrait Photographers
304-306 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON
Special Rates to Students
XIII
ELBIN F. LORD, Manager
162 Howard St., Framingham, Mass.
TELEPHONE 486
Careful Launderers of All
Washable Materials
THE LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED
LAUNDRY IN FRAMINGHAM
OR VICINITY
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XIV
37 MAIN STREET FRAMINGHAM CENTRE, MASS.
Flowers Delivered Anywhere
FRAMINGHAM'S
Finest Drug Store
WILSONIA BUILDING
E. J. ROBBINS
cR^gistered Pharmacist
Proprietor
The Best Place in Town for
ICE CREAM SODAS
and COLLEGE ICES
Sole Agents for
MANSION HOUSE ICE CREAM
SHEEHAN'S
CANDY SHOPPE
SS CONCORD STREET
FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
We are agents for
Cynthia Sweets, Foss and
Worthy Chocolates
Also Kemp's "Golden Glow" Nut
Candies and Salted Nuts
xv
BATES & HOLDSWORTH CO.
IRVING SQUARE
FRAMINGHAM .-. .-. MASSACHUSETTS
School Supplies Greeting Cards
Stationery Magazines
"Books
Corona Portable Typewriters
Waterman and Parker Duofold Pern
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Silk Stockings w Handkerchiefs
RETAILED BY
BEATTIE & McGUIRE
BOSTON 29 TEMPLE PLACE MASS.
XVI
Thresher Brothers
Incorporated
19 Temple Place and 41 West Street
"This Week's Special"
Is a term in our Store which means a Special
Value in the most popular silk material
of the week
The Daylight
Specialty Silk Store
SILKS SILK HOSIERY
and UNDERWEAR
Compliments of
Commuters' Club
In Addition to a Large Assortment
of
HAT FRAMES
In All Head Sizes
Flowers, Feathers, Straws, Silk, Ribbons,
Novelties, Etc.
We Now Carry a Complete Line of
TRIMMED HATS
Established 22 Years
EVANS & TERRIO
453 Washington St., 3rd Floor
Tel. LIB>rty 3110
We are Y-oung enough to
enjoy the parties we've had and
yet old enough to be W-omen
with high ideals. We meet in
C_,-hristian fellowship at our ves-
per services and our A-ssociation
has had live discussion gtoups on
live topics.
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GORDON
HOSIERY ABBo7£fo/£jO
IRELAND
GLOVES
FRAMINGHAM'S
LEADING DEPARTMENT STORE
Beauty and Bobber Shoppe
in comnection
MCCALL
PATTERNS
IRVING SQUARE HOME JOURNAL
Telephone 68 PATTERNS
COCOA FIBRE
TOW AND MOSS KA POC SEA MOSSBOTTLE WRAPPERS
BOSTON EXCELSIOR CO.
ESTABLISHED 1869
MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS OF
Excelsior - Wood Wool - Packing Pads
Cotton Linters
26 CANAL STREET
BOSTON. MASS.
TELEPHONE HAYMARKET 0158
11TH AVE. & 29th ST.
NEW YORK CITY
716 NORTH THIRD ST.
PHILADELPHIA
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©AeCATEKER.
ICE CREAM and FANCY CAKES
143 HOLLIS STREET, FRAMINGHAM
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GIRLS' CAMP AND SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
SPORTS' WEAR SPECIALTY SHOP FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN
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